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| | REGULAR MEETING OF THE REGENTS | 
| | | OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN | | 

| Madison, Wisconsin | | 

- | Held in Room 1820, Van Hise Hall | 
| | Friday, October 8, 1971, 9:12 A.M. : 

| | | President Ziegler presiding. oO 

| PRESENT: Regents Fish, Gelatt, Kahl, Pelisek, Renk, Sandin, Walker, and Ziegler. _ | 

| ABSENT: Regents Dahlstrom and Nellen. | 

| Upon motion by Regent Gelatt, seconded by Regent Sandin, it was 
VOTED, That the minutes of the regular meeting of the Board held on 

September 10, 1971, be approved as sent out to the Regents. | 

| President Weaver announced with regret that the Board's Secretary, 
Te Clarke Smith, was taken ill and would not be able to be present at this final 
meeting of this Board he had served so well, and expressed hope that his illness 

° would not be serious, and that he would soon be back on his feet. 

: REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY 

| At the request of President Weaver, Vice President Percy presented the 
| Report of Personnel Actions by the President of the University, and the Report 

| of Non-Personnel Actions by Administrative Officers and of Informational Items © | 
(EXHIBIT A attached). | f | | 

/ ) . |
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Upon motion by Regent Renk, seconded by Regent Sandin, it was 
| VOTED: | 

1. That the actions by the President of the University since the 
last meeting of the Regents, relating to appointments, resig- 
nations, leaves of absence, and changes of status of faculty 
personnel with rank less than that of Associate Professor and 
other non-classified civil service personnel with salaries at 

| | | the annual rate of $15,200 or less, on file with the Central 
Business Office, and to tuition remissions, be approved, 

ratified, and confirmed. | 

Sy - 2. That the report of Non-Personnel Actions by Administrative 
| Officers to the Board of Regents and Informational Items © 

Reported for the Regent Record (EXHIBIT A attached) be 
received for the record; and that actions included in the 

| | | report be approved, ratified, and confirmed. - a 

oo The meeting recessed for committee meetings at 9:15 A.M. 

The meeting reconvened at 10:00 A.M., with President 
es | : Ziegler presiding. } 

) President Weaver stated that the principal reason for meeting today is 
the matter of the 1971-72 biennial budget, and that we wish to present to the 

| Board today the full annual operating budget for approval, conditional upon pas- 
sage of the budget by the State Legislature. He stated that we are asking that 
our faculty salary rates for this year be approved, in order to establish the 

| fact of our merit judgment, but that obviously the merit increases cannot be 
granted until the biennial budget is approved in the Legislature, and the federal | 

| freeze ended. He stated that it was his hope that the freeze limitation inter- 
pretations that will be made will permit partial or complete retroactivity. He 

a also stated that it was important that the faculty promotions contained in the | | 

| budget be approved. | | 

| Vice President Percy explained in considerable detail the ‘Highlights 
and Supporting Schedules", dated October 8, 1971 (copy on file with the papers ) 
of the meeting). He pointed out that under the details authorized in the con- 
ference committee bill, the budget would amount to $322,700,000, or an increase | 
of $18,435,000. He pointed out that in the adjusted 1970-71 budget, we had a | 
total of 17,252 positions authorized for the University, consisting of 7,400 
academic staff, about 2,000 assistants and approximately 7,900 classified staff, 
and that in order to cover such things as increased supplies and expense, utility 

| costs, increased civil service pay increases, etc., it has been necessary to | 
actually reduce the number of positions authorized by 224, consisting of an |
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increase of 117 in academic, a 153 decrease in assistants, and a decrease of 180 
classified positions. With respect to the freeze, Vice President Percy pointed 
out that the President and Director McPhee had appealed to the Governor and the 
conference committee to retain in reserve the freeze-related funds identified by 

| the Department of Administration, in order to cover the cost of increases that 
might later be permitted by the Council. He stated that the President and he 

| would like to urge the Board to give special consideration to the matter of 
| urging the Legislature to restore the freeze~related funds that were stripped 

out on the basis of some preliminary interpretation of the federal freeze in 
. late August and early September, at which time they said that, if later rulings 

| were made to allow relief to all or part of these faculty, ways should be found 
to support them. | 

Regent Pelisek stated that the Board is very concerned about the 
reaction of our faculty to the wage-price freeze, and the impact of that freeze | 
upon our faculty and the morale of our faculty, and distributed a resolution | 

(EXHIBIT B attached) and moved its adoption. The resolution was seconded by : 
| Regents Renk and Sandin. After a short discussion, the resolution was unani- 

mously woted. 

Vice President Percy continued his analysis of the budget document in 
| some detail. The following resolution was moved by Regent Sandin and seconded 

by Regent Gelatt: | | 

That, subject to enactment of the State Legislature's Conference 
| Committee budget for 1971-73 in substantially its present form, 

the University of Wisconsin Operating Budget for the fiscal year 
July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972 in an estimated amount of 
$322,788,873 (including the University Hospitals budget approved 

7 by the Board of Regents on May 21, 1971) and’ including salaries, 
oe fund allocations, second semester 1971-72 fee and tuition sche- 

| dules (Schedule v)#, residence*halls rates (Schedules A-4, A-5, 

A-6, A-7, A-8, D-4, D-5)#, départmental and division name : 
. changes, appointments, reappointments, changes of status*, leaves 

of absence*, resignations*, emeritus designations*, and other 
| - personnel actions* and program adjustments specified in and | 

effected by the budget schedules presented to the Board and on | 

| ' file with the records of this meeting, be approved and that the 
University Administration be authorized to make necessary final 
accounting changes and such subsequent adjustments on Federal | 
freeze-related items as may subsequently be authorized. 

| . *These actions to be considered effective at start of fiscal or 
| | academic year as appropriate or as otherwise specified, rather 

| than awaiting biennial budget enactment. Related salary adjust- 
ments to be accomplished as appropriate depending upon Federal | 

freeze interpretations. 

| #Included in the document entitled “Proposed University of Wis- | 
| | a - consin 1971-72 Operating Budget, Highlights and Supporting Sche- | | 

: dules"', dated October 8, 1971, a copy of which is filed with the 
| papers of this meeting. /
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President Ziegler stated that he had reservations about some of the 
changes of status for some of the faculty and believed that Regents Nellen and 
Dahistrom also probably have some reservations on these sub jects. 

| The resolution was approved by roll call vote with Regents Fish, 
Gelatt, Kahl, Pelisek, Renk, Sandin, Walker, and Ziegler voting "Aye.'' Absent 
Regents Dahlstrom and Nellen. 

_ President Ziegler presented the report of the Executive Committee. 

| | Upon motion by Regent Renk, seconded by Regent Kahl, it was 
| VOTED, That the resolution adopted by the Executive Committee since 

S the September 10, 1971 regular meeting of the Board, as set forth in EXHIBIT C 
attached, be included in the record as an official action of the Executive 
Committee, | 

| Regent Sandin presented the report of the Educational Committee. 

_ Upon motion by Regent Sandin, seconded by Regent Kahl, it was 
VOTED, That, upon recommendation of the Chancellor of the Madison Cam- 

pus and of the Executive Vice President of the University, the name of the De- | 
partment of Engineering Graphics, College of Engineering, University of Wisconsin- . | 

_ Madison, be changed to the Department of General Engineering, College of*Engineer- 
| ing, University of Wisconsin-Madison. f 

| Upon motion by Regent Sandin, seconded by Regent Gelatt, it was 
VOTED, That, upon recommendation of the Madison Campus Administration _ 

and the Central Administration, the University of Wisconsin-Madison Calendar for 
| the year 1972-73 through 1975-76, as set forth in Madison Faculty Document 76 

(EXHIBIT D attached), be approved, subject to the dates of the spring recesses 
being altered with the approval of the Madison Campus Administration and the 
Central Administration. 

Regent Sandin moved, and it was seconded by Regent Gelatt, that the | 
| following resolution be approved: | | 

_ That the status of Peter L. Eichman, Dean of the Medical School, | 
Director of the Medical Center, and Professor of Neurology and - 
Medicine, Medical School, Madison Campus, be changed to Professor | 
of Neurology and Medicine, Medical School, Madison Campus, and. 

| Coordinator of Health Affairs (part time), Central Support Ser- 
vices, effective October 15, 1971, salary to be determined | | 

| through normal 1971-72 budget procedures. |
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| President Ziegler stated that a vote of thanks from the Board was due 
| _ Dean Eichman for the contributions he has made to the Medical School. Vice 

| President Percy stated that the administration is asking Dean Eichman to be 
| available to the President on a part-time basis so that the Medical Center 

development can proceed on a state-wide and national basis, and that Dean Eichman 
| had agreed graciously to do this. 

: The resolution was voted unanimously. | 

| The following recommendations relating to appointments were moved by 

Regent Sandin, seconded by Regent Gelatt, and voted: | 

| 1. That John Wesley Clayton, Jr. be appointed Professor, Depart- 
| ments of Preventive Medicine, Medical School and Graduate | 

School; Professor, Department of Veterinary Science, College | 
of Agricultural and Life Sciences; and Director, Center for 

| Environmental Toxicology, School of Natural Resources, Col- | 
lege of Agricultural and Life Sciences, Madison Campus, begin- 

| ning November 1, 1971, at an annual salary rate of $26,000. 

2. That William Lyman Caldwell be appointed Professor, Depart- 
ment of Radiology, Medical School, Madison Campus, beginning 
October 9, 1971, at an annual salary of $23,260 (plus 115% | 

| CPP) * | . 

| 3. That Winston J. Durant be appointed Lecturer, School of Phar- 
: : macy (25%) and Program Coordinator, University Hospitals (75%), 

| Madison Campus, beginning October 9, 1971, at an annual salary 
| | of $20,000. 

| 4, That Charles R. Martin be appointed Specialist in the Engi- 
| neering Department, Division of Professional and Human Develop- 

| ment, University Extension (80%), effective October 8, 1971, 
- at an annual salary rate of $16,000. 

| | The following recommendations with respect to leaves of absence were 
moved by Regent Sandin, seconded by Regent Gelatt, and voted: 

| . 1. That Loukas G. Arvanitis, Associate Professor, Department of 
Forestry, School of Natural Resources, College of Agricultural : 

| | and Life Sciences, Madison Campus, be granted leave, without : | 
| pay, for the period August 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972. | 

| a | 2. That Rollin G. Jansky, Associate Professor, College of 
| Science and Society (Humanities, Art), University of Wisconsin-| 

Parkside, be granted a leave, without pay, for the 1971-72 aca- 
| demic year. j | 

| | “57 |
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| . The changes of status, attached as EXHIBIT E, were moved by Regent 
Sandin, seconded by Regent Kahl, and voted unanimously. | 

Upon motion by Regent Sandin, seconded by Regent Gelatt, it was 
VOTED, That the action of the Board of Regents on September 10, 1971, 

approving the appointment of Balabhadra Misra as Senior Scientist, Department of 
Physics, College of Letters and Science, and Engineering Experiment Station, 

| Madison Campus, beginning September 11, 1971, at an annual salary of $20,000 be 

rescinded because Dr. Misra did not accept the appointment. 

| Regent Sandin moved and Regent Gelatt seconded the following resolu- ~ - 
tions with respect to named Professorships, and they were voted: 

1. That Oliver Smithies, Professor of Genetics, College of Agri- | | 
| cultural and Life Sciences, and Professor of Medical Genetics, 

Medical School, Madison Campus, be designated as the Leon J. 
| Cole Professor of Genetics and Medical Genetics, effective | 

1971-72, salary to be determined through normal 1971-72 bud- | 

| | get procedures. 

| 2. That Howard M. Temin, Professor of Oncology, Medical School, | | 
Madison Campus, be designated as the WARF Professor of Cancer 

Research, effective 1971-72, salary to be determined through 
| normal 1971-72 budget procedures. 

| Vice President Percy read a resolution passed at a meeting of the Uni- 
versity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Faculty on October 7, 1971, relating to their 
concern over faculty promotions and related salary increments, for the record as 
follows: | 

'RESOLVED (1) That the faculty of the University of Wisconsin- 
Milwaukee call upon the Regents to act immediately on all pre- | 
wiously recommended promotions and changes of status for Univer- 

| sity personnel in the University of Wisconsin System, and (2) 
- that all previously recommended merit and salary increments be 

made effective as of September 1, 1971." | 

/ Regent Pelisek presented the report of the Business and Finance Com- | 
mittee, and moved approval of the following recommendation relating to Gifts, 

| Grants, and Government Contracts. The motion was seconded by Regent Fish, and 
| it was voted: : | 

| _ That, upon recommendation of the Chancellors and the Vice Presi- | 
dent for Business Affairs, the gifts and grants listed in the | | 

| | Statement of Gifts, Grants, and U.S. Government Contracts, pre- 
sented at this meeting (copy filed with the papers of this 

| moe -6/- (MORE) : |
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meeting), be accepted and the appropriate officers of the Univer- 
sity be authorized to sign the agreements; and that the Federal 
contracts listed therein be approved, ratified, and confirmed. 

Regent Pelisek moved, and Regent Fish seconded, the following resolu- 
tion relating to the use of the Samuel Basherov Bequest, and it was voted: 

| | That, upon recommendation of the Chancellor of the Madison Campus, 
and of the President of the University of Wisconsin, the bequest 

| by the late Samuel Bagherov of Puerto Rico, which was accepted by 
. the Regents on January 15, 1971, be used for the purchase of addi- 

, tions to the collections, and other capital resources, of the 

| | Harry Steenbock Memorial Library. 

| The following recommendations relating to bequests were moved by el 

/ Regent Pelisek, seconded by Regent Fish, and voted: | 

1. That, upon recommendation of the Madison Chancellor and the 
Vice President for Business Affairs, the bequest of the late 
Cora A. Rupp, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, to the University of 
Wisconsin be accepted by The Regents of the University of | 
Wisconsin in accordance with the terms and conditions of the 
Last Will and Testament of Cora A. Rupp, Deceased; and that 

ms , the Secretary or Assistant Secretary be authorized to sign a | 

receipt on behalf of the Regents of the University of Wiscon- | 

sin for this bequest, and to do all things necessary to 
| effect the transfer of this bequest to the University of 

Wisconsin. | | 

| 2. That, upon recommendation of the Madison Chancellor and the 

= Vice President for Business Affairs, the bequest of the late 

| Mrs. Helen James Frazer, Winnetka, Illinois, to the University 
| | of Wisconsin be accepted by The Regents of the University of 

| | Wisconsin in accordance with the terms and conditions of the 

Last Will and Testament of Mrs. Helen James Frazer, Deceased; 

and that the Secretary or Assistant Secretary be authorized 

| to sign a receipt on behalf of the Regents of the University | 

| of Wisconsin for this bequest, and to do all things necessary 

to effect the transfer of this bequest to the University of | 

| | Wisconsin. | | | 

Regent Pelisek made the following statement: “I think it would be 

appropriate to indicate, since we have concluded the acceptance of gifts and 
grants and bequests, that some confusion may appear to exist under the provi- 
sions of Senate Bill 213, and specifically Section 20.(6) of that Bill relating 

) to the use of unrestricted funds in the merged system. The Bill provides that
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| any grant, contract, gift, endowment, trust or segregated fund bequeathed or 
assigned to individual campuses for any purpose whatsoever, shall not be 

| commingled or reassigned. The Legislature, however, does not speak to the ques- | 
tion of possible use by other campuses of a merged system of unrestricted funds _ 
received by the Regents of the University of Wisconsin prior to the effective | 
date of the merger, and I think the record should clearly indicate our view of 

| the handling of these funds, which represent substantial amounts to this insti- 
| _ tution; that is, the Knapp Fund, the Vilas Fund, etc., and I believe the admin- 

_ istration has a specific comment they would like to make to this point.” 

/ Vice President Percy stated that he was considering introducing a 
recommendation to provide added protection for the unrestricted funds, but had 
concluded after consulting with various people, legislative reference and others, 

| that a specific action is unnecessary, that we merely ought to have the record 
| show that it is our interpretation of the language of Section 20.(6) of Bill 213 

_ that the monies in that category, which is characterized presently as unrestricted, | 
would most certainly be restricted to the use of Chapter 36 institutions, and it ne 
will be merely enough for our records to show that. © 

| Regent Pelisek agreed that this is the view of the Business and | 
Finance Committee, and that no action is required, but did wish the record to © | 

| properly reflect the interpretation. 

‘The resolutions relating to signing construction contracts and change 
orders, and authority to sign miscellaneous contracts, leases, and agreements, | 

| attached as EXHIBIT F, were moved by Regent Pelisek, seconded by Regent Sandin, 

and voted unanimously. | 

a Regent Pelisek stated, for the record, that Regent Walter Renk, at the | 
Business and Finance Committee meeting introduced the last resolution the Business | 

| and Finance Committee will ever adopt as follows: 

| That, upon recommendation of the Chancellor of the University of | 
| Wisconsin~Parkside, and approved by the Vice President for Busi- 

| ness Affairs, Ronald D. Brinkmann be deputized, effective October 
fs 8, 1971, as a police officer. | | 

ces The above resolution was moved by Regent Pelisek, seconded by Regent | 
| Renk, and voted unanimously. | 

a. | Regent Fish presented the report of the Physical Planning and Develop- 
ment Committee. | | 

: , Upon motion by Regent Fish, seconded by Regent Walker, it was. | 
VOTED, That upon recommendation of the Chancellors of the Madison Cam- 

pus and University Extension and the Associate Vice President for Facilities | 

| “ 82 | | (MORE)
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os Planning, the Regents approve the plans for equipping the Vilas Commyhication 
| Hall on the Madison Campus and authorize the advertising for bids fér this equip- 

ment at a total cost not to exceed $2.5 million, subject to enactment into law 
| of the 1971-73 Capital Budget for the State of Wisconsin including provision for 

| the financing of this project. | | 

ae Regent Fish presented the recommendation of the Physical Planning and 
Development Committee relating to Land Ae¢quisition at Green Bay, attached as 
EXHIBIT G. He stated that the program is in essence a reaffirmation of the 

| recommendation that was made in 1969-71 of picking up scattered pockets of land 
| inside the Circle Drive boundaries, along with three other specific parts, a 

| limit of $200,000, to be purchased when available. In addition, there are two 
a parcels, one inside the Circle Drive area, that had not been contemplated as 

| being available at the time we previously talked about land. One is owned by : 
the Ecumenical Center, is now available, and is certainly a high priority item. 
He stated the second parcel is a piece of land inside the Circle on the Bay — 
north of the other acquisition. | | 

| oes The resolution was moved by Regent Fish, seconded by Regent Renk, and 
- voted, : | 

oe | Regent Fish stated that the report of the Physical Planning and Develop- , 
| - ment Committee relating to executing minor projects in 1971-72, which were pre- 

| viously approved by the Regents, had been received and accepted by the Committee. 
a (EXHIBIT H attached.) © 

| Regent Fish reported that the original budget for occupancy of the 
& Residence Halls for 1971-72 was a level of 6,300 spaces. By latest count, we 

| have 6,269 in regitlar assignment, and 211 under temporary assignments, which are | 
being transferred to permanent assignment as openings occur. He stated that the 
net increase in revenue attributable to this increased occupancy amounts’ to 
$562,000. He continued that, in order to comply with the President's wage 

| freeze order, each contract for occupancy is being provided a rebate of $9.32, | | 

which amounts to a total of $58,000. He continued that the new food program 
seems to be working quite well, and that there has been a reduction in personnel | 
in certain areas from the original budget reduction program. Additional house- | 
fellows have been added which will provide a ratio of approximately 53 residents 

| per housefellow, which is a slight improvement over the 1969-71 ratio. He also 
| stated that currently we have 25 Madison area Technical College students in the 

- Residence Halls. | 

| Vice President Percy stated that the Faculty Tenure Criteria Committee 
is working on its first charge, which is a review of tenure criteria, to develop 
a report by the November meeting before the new Board.
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: | Regent Pelisek introduced the following proposal relating to the modi- 
| fication of the University of Misconsin-Mi Iwaukee student court constitution: 

| RESOLVED, that Section 3.1 of the Student Court Constitution, 
| | University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, shall be amended to read as 
| follows: | | 

| | 3.1. The Court shall consist of a panel of nine (9) Justices, 
| six (6) of whom shall be full-time undergraduate students; and 

| - who shall serve throughout their enrollment at the University of 
| | Wisconsin-Milwaukee, except that any Justice may be removed for 
po cause shown in a hearing before the Student Senate by the three- 
| fourths (3/4) vote of the Student Senate. 

| | _ FURTHER RESOLVED, that Section 3.31(d) of the Student Court Con- 
stitution of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee shall be | 

: amended to read as follows: | 

| | 3.31(d) Be a full-time student at the University of Wisconsin- — 
Milwaukee for at least one (1) semester and/or have a second 

semester freshman standing, | | 

He stated that the Regents had passed this constitution after substan- 
tial review approximately a year ago. In the interim, the Court has functioned 
very well, but with the growing number of graduate students at the University of 

_ Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the court justices felt that there was discrimination 
| because we were limiting eligibility on the court to undergraduates. 

| The above resolution was moved by Regent Pelisek, seconded by Regent 

Gelatt, and voted unanimously. | | | 

| | Regent Gelatt made the following statement: “I don't want to in any 
| way preempt what the President of the University is going to say, but this is a 
| historic occasion. This Board of Regents will be going out of existence in its | 

oS present form very soon, after having been in existence in this form since 1939. 
po I don't want to reminisce, but I do want to touch briefly on what I think are 

some of the traditions and ideals of this Board, which I want to remind our- a 
selves to carry forward to our new activities and our new responsibilities. 
This Board of Regents has been a unified Board, its actions have been taken as a 
Board, no individual Regent has ever tried to speak for the Board. When the 

| officers of the Board speak, they speak on behalf of the Board, and after actions | 
| by the Board. I think this Board has been very meticulous in following that | 

| tradition, and I think it is a very wise one. 

| “For at least the last 20 years, this has been an open Board. Regent 
p Wilbur Renk, in the early 1950's, moved this Board to open session on almost all | 

matters prior to state legal requirements. This Board was one of the first to | 
Pe follow that requirement and rule, and I think it is a very judicious one to con- | 
| tinue to follow in all of our activities. We are dealing with public business, 
/ and even though we sometimes dislike to show our ignorance and errors publicly, 

{ think it is essential that we follow that tradition and that ideal. |
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This has been, at least it has had the ideal of being, a policy-making 
_ Board. We don't always reach that ideal, but I think that more often than not 

this Board has attempted to deal with issues at the policy level. I think this 
is essential. It will be even more essential in dealing with the larger problems | 
that the new Board will be faced with. As every member of this Board who has | 

| ever commented on it, it is a dedicated Board. The rewards which each member of 
this Board receives are those of the fellowship of other members who are dedi- 
cated, as he is, to the interests of the people of the State of Wisconsin. It 

| is dedicated, I believe, to the improvement of the young people, and to the 
- advancement of knowledge, and I think, if we carry those ideals and traditions 

forward to our new responsibilities, the people of the State will continue to 
| consider Regents as one of the offices which bear a great deal of respect, and 

a great deal of honor, and which we are all privileged to serve as.,'! 

| | The remarks of President John C, Weaver to the Board are attached as 
| EXHIBIT I. f 

President Ziegler made the following statement: ‘'‘I think I speak for 
all members of this Board when we offer our thanks for those wise words of con- 
fidence and also for your thanks and for the kind words of assurance that we | 

: have done a good job, us and our predecessors. This has been a creative Board, 
it has developed wise policies which will aid those of us in the challenging _ 
years ahead. I don’t think that any rank with the wisdom that we demonstrated 
in selecting you to head this University of Wisconsin. I have expressed that _ 

| feeling before, and I know that the full Board is behind me when I say that, and 
- we certainly wish you God speed and good luck in your new role.’ 

| 7 The meeting recessed into Executive Session at 12:09 P.M. 

The Regents arose from Executive Session at 1:13 P.M., 
| and announced that the following resolution had been 

| approved: | 

| That, upon advice of counsel, fegs in the amount of $767, repre- | 
senting the difference between resident and non-resident tuition | 

| for the February 1971 semester, be refunded to James B. Williams 

Jr., in exchange for dismissal of his pending action in the 
Circuit Court of Dane County, on the merits, with prejudice, and | 
without costs or attorney fees. 

The meeting adjourned at 1:15 P.M. | | Sn 

. » J. S. Holt, Assistant Secretary 

. | A



a GIFTS, GRANTS AND U. S, GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS 10-871 Sas ) : | | 

| Unrestricted / 

1. § 1,100.00 - inp Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wisconsin, unrestricted | 
. | . 7 gifts made in connection with scholarships supported directly aoe 

| | by the donor, to be added to the President's Special Fund | 
(Trust) f | 

| 2. 500.00 ~ Philip Morris, Inc., New York City, an unrestricted gift to be 
— | added to the Madison Chancellor's Unrestricted Fund (Trust) | 

: é
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instruction 
| 

1. $$ 11,200.00 - University of Wisconsin Foundation, Madison, Wisconsin a ee 
| vepresenting a gift from the Allen M. Sliehter Foundation. 

| Support Pelton Professorship in Metallurgy at the University = | 
| of Wisconsin-Milwaukee in accordance with terms approved 

| December 9, 1966. MIL, CAS&E, Materials (133-5687) 

2. 14,000.00 ~ Joint School District #1, City of Green Bay, Wisconsin (Prime 
| | Contractor with Department of Health, Educetion and Welfare, 

| _ Office of Education). Agreement under ESEA, Title III, Sec. 
- 306, for Professional Services and Consultation to be furnisheé 

by the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay for the period August _ 
21, 1971 through August 20, 1972. Agreement under Project 71- 
7427. GB, School of Professional Studies, Administration 
(1bh-chih) | 

| 3. 79,019.00 - Department of, Health, Education and Welfare, Public Health | 
| Service, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland. 

_ Medical Séientist for the period July 1, 1971 through June 30, 
| 1972. Grant 5-TO5-GM-01932-03. MSN, MC-MED, Oncology 

Lo | | (144-8820) | 

ok, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Eaucatic 
| | Washington, D. C. in support of the following: | | 

| 1) 129,724.00 - Title II Part B-Higher Education Act of 1965, Institutes for | 
| Training in Librarianship. "Professional Training for Inner 

, City Library Service" for the period June 16, 1971 through 
| September 30, 1972 at a total cost of $139,724. Grant OEG-0- 

| — 72~8531(319). MIL, School of Library & Information Science 
(144-0112) i 

| 2) 745.00 - A Graduate Training Progrem in Science and Mathematics | 
Educational Research for the period June 1, 1971 through August 
31, 1972 at a total cost of $39,845. Grant OERG-0-71-354) | 

a (Revision #1). MSN, EDUC, Curriculum and Instruction (1!4~B80:. 

| 3) 39,256.00 ~ Extends termination date from September 30, 1971 to December 3: 
197i. Teacher Corp Training Program ~ Sixth Cycle for the 

| | period June 15, 1971 through December 31, 1971 at a total cost — | 
- ae of $120,243. Grant OEC-0-71-3348-(715) (Revision #2). MSN, | 

ee EDUC, Curriculum and Instruction (1hh-c1h9) 

| ) h) 60,994.00 ~ Teacher Corp Training Program ~ Sixth Cycle for the period _ 
| June 15, 1971 through June 30, 1972 at a total cost of $80,987. see | Grant OEG-0-71~3348-(715) (Revision #1). MSN, EDUC, | 

Curriculum and Instruction (14h-c1h9) 

| Deon 22,999.50 - U. S. Department of Labor , Washington, D. C. Manpower and | 
oe Computer Technology Fellowship for the period September 1, 1971 

| | | _ through August 31, 1973. Grant 98-55-72-002. MSN, L&s, 
oe Industrial Relations Research Institute (144-cl3h) a
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| instruction / | | | | 

6. $ 26,028.00 - NatZonal Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities, — | 
| Washington, D. C. "Workshop in Contemporary Music for High | 

| School and College Educators” for the period September 1, 1971 - | | through August 31, 1972. Grant FH-5932-72-6h. MIL, F ARTS, 
| - Musie (14h-che1) 

| TT. 66 257.50 - Wisconsin State Employment Service, Madison, Wisconsin (Prime _ 
Contractor with the Department of Labor). "Institutes for | 

an | Vocational Counseling" for the period August 30, 1971 through © Os 
| August 31, 1972. Training Agreement MIL, EDUC, Educ Psychology © 

| vo (144-0303) | | | a 

| 8. 600.00 - Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, Bureau for 
Handicapped Children, Madison, Wisconsin. Cost-of—education 

| allowance for fellowships awarded by the donor in connection 
_ with the 1971 Summer Program for Preparation of Professional | 

a Personnel in the Education of Handicapped Children sponsored | 
| | by the U. S. Office of Educatién. MIL, L&S, Communication | 

| | (144~A201 ) | , / | | 

9. 1,400.00 - U. 8S. Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center, 
7 Fort Belvoir, Virginia. Un om for tuition, fees, books, anc | 

| supplies for an Army civilian enrolled in a course for graduat¢ 
| Study in Chemical Engineering for the academic year beginning | 

September 1971. Contract DAAKO2-72-C-0088. Various (no acct. _ 
- no.) | | oe | | 

a 10. 3,176.00 - U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth, Texas. Enrollment | 
| of Mr, Peul K. Rodman, Hydraulic Engineer, GS-11, in the : 

| _ Corps of Engineers Planning Fellowship Program of Advanced 
| studies for the period September 7, 1971 through August 19, 

| | 1972. Contract DACW63-72~C+0008. MSN, Various (no acct. no.) 

ll. 5,000.00 ~ Department of the Army, St.|Paul District, Corps of Engineers, _ 
St. Paul, Minnesota. Agreement to provide for educational | 
services to designated Government personnel for a period | | | beginning July 23, 1971. Fhucationel Services Agreement No. | | : - DACW37-72-C-000L. Various (no acct. no.) 

Student Aia | 
od. 200.00 - First American National Bank, Wausau, Wisconsin. Farm & ye 

| Industry Short Course Scholarship. MSN, AG&LSC, Admin-Resid ““” 
| | | - Instr (133-0155) . | a 

| 2. 900.00 - School of Pharmacy Undergraduate Scholarship Fund. MSN, PHARM, ¢”” | 
= | Phermacy (133-1078) | ye 

| - $300 - McKesson & Robbins Drug Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. / 
| $600 - American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education, — Es 

| “Washington, D. C. | | | oe 

3. 600.00 = Dodge County Banker's Association, Waupun, Wisconsin. Farm & © a | 
| | Industry Short Course Scholarship. MSN, AG&LSC, Admin-Resia J) 

| Instr (133-2106) / - | , 
: S ? |
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ee ee: 270.00 — Anonymous Donor. Stugént Finencial Aid Fund. MSN, G SERV, | 
Fellows & Scholars (133-2109) | oe 

5. 200.00 - Production Credit Association of Wausau, Wausau, Wisconsin. ay 
Farm & Industry Short Course Scholarship. MSN, AG&LSC, : 
Admin-Resid Instr (133-2777) | 

6. 100.00 ~- The Godfrey Foundation, Waukesha, Wisconsin. Farm & Industry A , 
nee Short Course Scholarship. MSN, AG&LSC, Admin-Res Instr —— | | (133-2953) 

Lo 
T™. 250.00 - Alexender Grant & Company, Chicago, Illinois. Alexander Grant ~/ 

| Accounting Scholarship. MSN, BUS, School of Business 
(133-2971) | 

8. 200.00 - Milwaukee W. Club, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Chris Steinmetz oe 
| . Milwaukee W. Club Awd MSN, G SERV, Fellows & Scholars 

| (133-2973) ‘ oe 

| 9. | 100.00 - Wisconsin Association Vocational Agriculture Instructors, Inc., gL 
oe Madison, Wisconsin. Scholarship to an entering freshman in “*) 

| the College of Agricultural and Life Sciences in accordance ~~. 
with terms previously approved. MSN, AG&LSC, Admin.-Resid 
Instr (133-4075) 

10. 225.00 - Bank of Kewaskum, Kewaskum, Wisconsin. Farm & Industry K% 
, : Short Course Scholarship. MSN, AG&LSC, Admin-Resid Instr “ 

| : | (133-h09h ) BS 

ll. 2,000.00 - Elizabeth Bacon Fitzgerald Kenshire Foundation, Inc., Milwaukee 
| | — Wisconsin. Elizabeth Bacon Fitzgerald Music Awards. MIL, F 

ARTS, Music (133-4980) / , 

12, 100.00 - Dr. James E. Conley, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Support Music VY 
| Scholarship Fund. MIL, F ARTS, Musie (133-5060) . 

13. 1,200.00 - State of Wisoénsin, Depertment of Public Instruction, Madison, 
OS Wisconsin. ‘Support 1971 Summer Session enrollees in the | : 

Department of Communicative Disorders. MSN, L&S, Commun 
Disorders (133-5087) | 

| ok, 110.00 - University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Scholarship Fund administered \/ 
by the Committee on Student Financial Aids. MIL, AC-BA, a 

_ Fellows and Scholars (133-5873) 
| $ 10 - The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Organization Fund, 

| Milwaukee, Wisconsin | 
ve $100 - Thorp Finance Foundetion, Inc., Thorp, Wisconsin 

| 15. 500.00 - Wisconsin Society of Certified Public Accountants, Milwaukee, © 
| Wisconsin. Scholarship to an undergraduate accounting major /) 

at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, chosen on the basis ~ 
| | | of scholastic standing and financial need. MIL, BUS AD, 

| Administration (133-6112) :
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16. $ 292.00 - Mrs. W. J. (Anita) Urben, Madison, Wisconsin. Dean Urben GS : 
| Memorial Scholarship. MSN, AG&LSC, Admin-Resid Instruction _—" 

a (133-6628) | | 
; 17. 500.00 ~ Anonymous. Martin Luther King Scholarship Fund for S 

| disadvantaged students. MIL, AC-~BA, Fellows & Scholars 7 
(133-6704) 

| 
| LY 18. 1,400.00 - Harry J. Grant Foundation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Scholarship © ~~ | 

aid to Journalism Students at the University of Wisconsin- oe 
_ Milwaukee. MIL, AC-BA, Fellows & Scholars (133-6890) 

19. 1,910.00 - Support Arts Administration Program of the School of Business. | 
Se | MSN, BUS, School of Business (133-6975) 

_ $1,750 - Wisconsin Arts Council, Madison, Wisconsin a 
| $ 160 - Association of College and University Concert _ 

| | Managers, Inc., Madison, Wisconsin 

20. ‘440.53 - Various Donors. Humay{ Resources Development Fund for benefit | | 
| of undergraduate anv graduate students from impoverished back- 

7 grounds-University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. MIL, GEA, 
| Chancellors Office Admin (133-7114) | 

. el. | 596.25 ~ Various Donors. Source of financial aid payments to student S 
athletes at the University of Wisconsin - Green Bay within ee 

| the guidelines prescribed by the National Collegiate Athletic 
| Association. GB, AUX EN, Athletics (133-7213) 

| 22. 1,500.00 - Mrs. Harry Lynde Bradley, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Music — ‘. 
| | Department Scholarship Fund. MIL, F ARTS, Musie (133-7548) | 

23. 1,500.00 - Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, Milwaukee, Wiscons? VY 
Northwestern Mutual Fellowship for the 1971-72 academic year. a 
MIL, BUS AD, Administration (133-7637) / 

oh, 1,500.00 - ipérican Society of Planning Officials, Chicago, Illinois. 
a ASPO - Ford Fellowship Program. MSN, L&S, Urban & Regional | 

| | Planning (133-7685) | 

25. 1,500.00 ~ Seed Corporation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. School of Business “yf 
a Administration Fellowship under the Seed Scholarship Program. // 

MIL, BUS AD, Administration (133-769) 

| 26. 100.00 - Wives of Southern Chapter of C. P. A.'s, Madison, Wisconsin. Lf 
| _ Scholarship or Grant-in-Aid to be made to a student majoring X? 

| in Accounting and Information Systems and selected by that o | 
d- partment. MSN, BUS, School of Business (133-7712) | 

| | ff | | { | | | oe
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27. § 500.00 ~ Full tuition and books scholarship for one semester for 4 f/f 
| deserving, disadvantaged student with a sense of purpose, S 

| high potential and demonstrated academic results. MIL, 7 
| | AC-BA, Fellows & Scholars (133-7812) - ‘ | 

| | $175 - Rex Chainbelt Foundation, Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin | 
| | | representing a matching contribution © 

| | $325 - Earl C. Kratzer, Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin | 

| 28. 95.00 = Helen Cleveland Dawe Fund to foster professional growth os 
of students with preference to undergraduate and/or child 

| development studies. MSN, AG&LSC, Family Res & Cons Sci | 
(133-7915) | | 

| | $90 - Various Donors - 
$ 5 - Miss Marguerite Hasse, Madison, Wisconsin | fon 

29. 1,600.00 - Genéral Foods Fund, Inc., White Plains, New York. Under- “) 

graduate scholarship in the College of Agricultural and 
Life Sciences. MSN, AG&LSC, Admin. Resid. Instr (133-8192) 

30. 1,055.91 - Frances C. Stickney Trust, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Scholarship Cs 
| aid to graduate or undergraduate senior students in the social wa 

sciences, MIL, AC~BA, Fellows & Scholars (133-8197) _ no 
| Sf 

3. 4,000.00 - The Johnson's Wax Fund, Inc., Racine, Wisconsin. Disadvantage: “/ 
| fellowship in the Department of Chemistry. MSN, GRAD, J 

, Chemistry (133-8202) © | 

32. 6,000.00 - The Journal Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. $1,500. Journal © “\V 
| 7 Company Fellowship (133-8209). Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing f/) 

Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. $1,500. AYlis-Chalngrs c 
Manufacturing Company Fellowship. (133-8211). Wehr Corporatic 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. $1,500. Wehr Corporation Fellowship ees 

| (133-8212). Rex Chainbelt Foundation, Inc., Milwaukee, a 
| Wisconsin. $1,500. Rex Chainbelt Foundation Fellowship . 

oo | | (133-8213). MIL, BUS AD, Administration _ | - 

33. —~—«:1,950.00 - UWM Senior Cigds of 1971, Milwaukee. Scholarship for entering Q 
| | freshman from disadvantaged backgrounds to be awarded in the as 
| form of first semester tuition. MIL, AC-BA, Fellows & Scholar: | 

(133-8210) | 

3h. University of Wisconsin Foundation, Madison, Wisconsin in . 
| | | support of the following: a 

7 Sf | | | Q 1) 1,850.00 - David N. Schreiner Memorial Scholarship. MSN, G SERV, Fellows NY 
| & Scholars (133-0846) | oo 

2) 1,000.00 ~ Representing a gift from the Oscar Renpébokm Foundation Ine., i 
| School of Pharmacy awards to graduate assistants for outstandi: 

| teaching $600 and for use at the Dean's discretion for lecturec “e 
| and other items $400. MSN, PHARM, School of Pharmacy (133-2282 |
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34. (contd. ) University of Wisconsin Foundation, Madison, Wisconsin x 

ee | 3) 1,500.00 ~ Edith and Michael Agazim Memorial Scholarship. MSN, G SERV, x» 
- Fellows & Scholars (133-262) 

| h) 1,400.00 - Representing a gift from Arthur Young and Company. Support § | 
Arthur Young & Company Scholarships. MSN, G SERV, Fellows nl 

i | | & Scholars (133-4295) ao 

wo 5) _ 20.00 - C, J. Anderson Scholarship Fund in the School of Education. D2 . | MSN, G SERV, Fellows & Scholars (133-4437) 

| 6) 250.00 - Law School Orvis Scholarship Ayard. MSN, G SERV, Fellows & Go 
: oe Scholars (133-577h) an aM 

| $100 - representing a gift from Mr. and Mrs. John Cary | | 
| $150 - representing the Orvis Award given to Paul McElwee | | 

7) 250.00 - Henry J. McCormick Memorial Scholarship. MSN, G SERV, Q - | | | _ Fellows and Scholars (133-6076) “ 

o 8) 2,175.00 - Law School Scholarships. Representing a gift from the trust Ao | | | _  @stablished by Mrs. Daisy Mason, Pasadena, California. MSN, os 
| LAW, General (133-6616) ° | 

9) 200.00 - Representing a gift from Dr. Douglas B. Bell in memory of his ¢ 
| | brother Charles Edwin Bell. Award to a graduate of Tomah, d 

| oes Wisconsin High School. MSN, G SERV, Fellows & Scholars 
‘ | (133-7159) \ 

| | | ce QD | | 10) | 150.00 - Jimmy Demetral Scholarship Award. MSN, G SERV, Fellows & =~ 
a Scholars (133-7664) | 

| % | 11} 2,400.00 - Goodman Brothers Scholarship. MSN, G SERV, Fellows & Scholars 
| (133-7811) 

a 12) 35.00 - Guy Sundt Memorial Scholarship Award. MSN, G SERV, Fellows & % 
oe Scholars (133-8201) ~ 

a 35. 5,900.00 - Departzfient of Health, Education and Welfare, Public Health | 
| | Service, Health Services and Mental Health Administration, | 

Bethesda, Maryland. Predoctoral Fellowship Award for the 
oe period September 15, 1971 through September 14, 1972. Grant 

| | 2-FO1~MH-4 3417-03. MSN, GRAD, Psychology (144~-c396) | 

| 36. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Public Health 
| | Service, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland | 

. _ in support of the following: | 
| | | | | | | 

1) 5,100.00 ~ Predoctoral Fellowship /Award for the period September 1, 1971 
: : | | through August 31, 1972. Grant 5-~FO1-GM-l96h5-02. MSN, GRAD, 

Chemistry (1hy-c32h) | | | | |
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| 36. (contd. ) | Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Publie Health | 
| | Service, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 

| 2) 6,100.00 - Predoctoral Fellowship Award for the period Septenber 1, | 
| | 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 5-FO1-GM-9002-02. | | MSN, GRAD, Chemistry (144-325) | | 

3) 69,525.00 - Health Professions Student Loan Program for the School of | | 
| | _ Pharmacy for the period July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972. 

Grant 5~7-59-~0500-02—1, MSN, S LOAN, Student Loans, Pharmacy 
| - (Fund 147) | 

| | 4) 140,805.00 - Health Professions Student Loan Program for the Medical School 
: for the period July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972. Grant 1-7- | 

| | 99-0500-02-1. MSN, S LOAN, Student Loans, Medicine (Fund 147) | 

| 5) 6,368.00 - Nursing Student Loan Program for the period July 1, 1971 | 
through June 30, 1972. Grant B-7-59-0502—-05—1. MIL, S LOAN, © 

| | Student Loans (Fund 148) | 

6) 86,962.00 - Nursing Student Loan Program for the period July 1, 1971 throug — 
| June 30, 1972. Grants B—7-59~0500-02-1 and G-7-59-0500-02-1. 

MSN, S LOAN, Student Loens, Nursing (Baccalaureate Degree | 
| | $82,431). (Graduate Degree $4,531) (Fund 147) 

7) 5,100.00 - Predoctoral Fellowship Award for the period September 7, 1971 7 
| through September 6, 1972. Grant 1-FO1-MH-50779-01. MSN, GRA 

- Psychology (144-C331) | 

8) 5,300.00 ~ Predoctoral Fellowship Awera for the period September 1, 1971 
| through August 31, 1972. Grant 5~FO1-GM-4E, 515-03. MSN, GRAD. 

| | ss Baeteriology (144-C3h0) | | 

9) 5,100.00 - Predoctoral Fellowship Award for the period September 1, 1971 
| through August 31, 1972. Grant 5~FO1-GM-49177-02. MSN, GRAD, 

| | Chemistry (144-c326) | 

| 10) 5,100.00 - Predoctoral Fellowship Award for the period September 13, 1971 
oe through September 12, 1972. Grant 1~FO1-GM-43506-01A1. MSN, 

| GRAD, Chemistry (144-ch17) | | 

37. a Department of Health, Raucation and Welfare, Office of 
| | Education, Washington, D. C. Hin support of the following: - 

1) (2,705.00)- Reduction in U. S. Dollars and $1,213 in Indian Rupees, due to | | 
| withdrawal of Miss Laura Spurier as @ participant. Graduate 

| Fellowship Program under the Mutual Educational and Cultural 
| Exchange Act of 1961 and the Agricultural Trade Development enc 

Stress Act of 1954 for the period July 1, 1970 through April 30 
a 1972. Total cost in U. S. Dollars is $41,962. OEBG-0-70-0229- 

| (824-820), Amendment #3. MSN, GRAD, Various (144-B161) |
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| | 37. (contd. ) Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of © | 
Education, Washington, D. C. ) | 

2) ~ 18,899.00 ~- 1971-72 Educational Opportunity Grants Program under Title | 
IV-A of the Higher Education Act of 1965 for the period July 1. | 

: | 1971 through June 30, 1972, Grant OE-003896, Letter dated | 
| August 20, 1971. MIL, G SERV, Fellows & Scholars (14)-B80 & 
| | 14h-B841). MIL, GEA, Financial Aids, 144-B8h2. (144-B8h0, 

Initial Awards $140,198, 144-B841, Renewal Awards $129,903, 
| 14h-B842 Administrative Expense $8,102) a 

3) 571,756.00 - National Defense Student Loan Program for Fiscal Year 1972. | 
| - Grant 003896. MIL, S LOAN, Student Loans (Fund 148) | | 

38. 2,500.00 - Nat{onal Selence Foundation, Washington, D. C. Selience Facult: | 

| Fellowship Cost-of-Education Allowance for the period | | 
| | September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 61066. MSN, 

: | GRAD, Mechanical Engineering (144-4685) | 

39. | U. S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance 

| . Administration, Washington, D. C. in support of the following: _ 

| 1) 70.00 ~ Graduate Research Fellowship Educationel Allowance for the 

period September 1, 1971 through May 31, 1972. Grant N171- | 
082-EA-2. MSN, GRAD, Political Science (144~-C167) : 

BR) 27,007.00 ~ Grants and Loans to be made to students in connection with the | 

| Law Enforcement Education Program authorized under Section 06 
| | of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. Th. 

| period of the award is July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972. | 
| | Grant 003895-9-72. MSN, G SERV, Fellows and Scholars, GB, ST 

a | AID, Fellows and Scholars, CS, G SERV, Fellows and Scholars, 
| . ss UEX, EC, Stu Personnel Sve (144~BL89, Grants $12,000). | 

| MSN, S. LOAN, Stu Loans, Law Enfore, GB, S LOAN, Stu Loans, | | 
| Law Enforce, CS, S LOAN, Stu Loans, Law Enforce, UEX, EC, Stu | 

| Personnel Sve (144-B490, Loans $15,007) a | 

7 LO. 20,000.00 ~ Wisconsin Department of Local Affairs and Development, | 
| - Madison, Wisconsin (Prime Contractor with the Department of 

Houging and Urban Development). HUD-DLAD Urban Affairs 
| oe Graduate Student Program for the period September 1, 1971 

_ through August 31, 1972. Project CPA-WI-05-00-0141. MIL, 
STUDENT AFFAIRS, Office of Financial Aids (14h-C352) | 

| hl. - 13,200.00 - Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, Bureau for | 
| | Handicapped Children, Madison, Wisconsin. Cost-of-Education ee 

| | allowance for fellowships awarded by the donor in connection 
| with the 1971 Summer Program for Preparation of Professional | 

| Personnel in the Edueation of the Handicapped Children sponsor. | 
| | by the U. S. Office’ of Education. MIL, EDUC, Exceptional . 

| Education (144~Ae00) | 

| | | wy | oe |
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hha, $ 195.00 ~ Estate of Helen Hefdenbergh, San Jose, California, represent- _ 

=" | | ing the proceeds of a bequest, to be added to the Coens » 
| Cronin, Glassow Scholarship Fund, to be used for thé benefit _ : 

| of the Department of Physical Education for Women in accord- 
| | ance with terms previously approved. (Trust) | 

43. _ = That in accordance with the request of the donor, Professor | 
| | Ursula Thomas, Madison, Wisconsin, and in compliance with | 

| | the terms of the original gift accepted August 14, 1970, | 
providing for return of the gift if not utilized by | | 

| | September 1971, the following transfers be made: Ny | | 
| ss $1,000 to the Martin Luther King Fund (Trust) 2» | | 

$1,000 to be returned to the donor | | | 
| | $ 500 to remain in the Hannah Hasler Memorial Scholarship 4 © 

| | | Fund to be awarded to participants in the Teacher _ bd | 
Training Program for teachers of German (133-7604) 

Uh, 20.00 - Dr. Fred A. Scheldsch, LaCrosse, Wisconsin, a gift to be | 
| added to the J ostén Memorial Fund (Trust) | | | 

: U5. 2,500.00 ~ The Rosenberg Foundation, Green Bay, Wisconsin, to establish oa 
| a revolving loan’ fund to provide loans to needy and | 

neritorious students at the University of Wisconsin- Green | 
os Bay. (Loan) | | 

h6, 2,000.00 - Charles E. and Dorothy Watkins Inbusch Foundation, : ¥ 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, a contribution to be added to the John pp 

, | Orton Watkins Research Fellowship in Medical Science (Trust) _ 

i WT. 185.00 = University of Wisconsin Foundation, Madison, to be added to (( 
| the Charles J. Mohr Memorial Scholarship Awerd - Inter- fo | 

collegiate Athletics. (Trust Income) es Soe
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1. $ 5,000.00 - Ole Evinrude Foundation, Waukegan, Illinois. To cover x 
| | _ expenses connected with Ole Evinrude Fellowship Grant during “| 

the 1971-72 academic year. MSN, ENGR, Mech Engr (133-0235) ~ 

2. 262.00 ~ Cancer Research ~ McArdle Memorial Laboratory. MSN, MC-MED, 
| : Oncology (133-0327) | 

| | $25 ~ Dr. E. B. Fred, Madison and | | 
| $10 - Lois G. Nemec, Madison in memory of Mrs. Harry Harlow 

$5 - Dr. & Mrs. James L. Dean, Madison in memory of Mrs. 
| | Georgia Geocaris | 

a | $50 - Various Donors in memory of Marcia Wright Wooster 
7 | $20 - Various Donors in memory of Mrs. Stanley E. Johnson 

$35 - Various Donors in memory of Dr. Margaret Harlow  —- 
| $15 - Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Vilter, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin in 

| | | memory of Dr. Robert Mason _ os | 
$95 - Mr. & Mrs. Robert Geiter, Wabeno, Wisconsin and os | 

| a $5 - Mr. & Mrs. John Heberer, Campbellsport, Wisconsin in 
eo, memory of Anton Geiter | 

; $ 2- Mrs. Fred Hunter, Rhinelander, Wisconsin in memory of | 
| | Bob Mengiles 

3. 615.00 ~ Cancer Research. MSN, MC-MED, Clinical Oncology (133-1038) 
$ 30 - Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Mrkonich, Duluth, Minnesota in memory 

| | of Mr. Henry Blood 
| $ 77 - Various Donors in memory of Mrs. Elizabeth Bell 

| - | $488 - Various Donors in memory of Miss Mary Wilke and | 
| | | $ 20 ~ Various Donors in memory of Mr. Henry Blood | 

a 4, | 150.00 - Anonymous Donor. Food Science Research. MSN, AG&LSC, 
Food Science (133-112) | 

5. 10.00 += Mr. & Mrs. Harry Steiro, Madison, Wisconsin in memory of 
| Michael Remington. Hematology (Leukemia) Research. MSN, 

| MC-MED, Medicine (133-2736) as - 

(6. | 4.00 - Various Donors in memory of Mr. Roy Koch. Support Cardio- 
| | vasctiilar Research and Service Program in the Department of | | 

| Surgery. MSN, MC-MED, Surgery (133-3214) 

| Te 3,000.00 - Unfted States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennslyvania.. | 
a | Support study of basic and clinical aspects of experimental | 

| | fluorine toxicosis. MSN, AG&LSC, Biochemistry (133-3220) Ba 

| 8. | 160.00 ~ Leukemia Research - Department of Pediatrics. MSN, MC-MED, 
| Pediatrics (133-3535) 

| | $150 - Dr. Carl and Mrs. Silverman, Madison, Wisconsin in | 
memory of Dinah Silverman 

| - $ 10 - Mr. & Mrs. Jack C. Westman, Madison, Wisconsin in memor- 
| | of Michael J. Remington , | | 

gy 1,902.00 ~ United Fund of River Falls, Wisconsin, Inc., River Falls, | 
| | Wisconsin. MSN,/MC-MED, Various. Cancer Research $702 | 

| oS - (133-3651). Heart Research $667 (133-3832). Crippled Childre a 
| Research $200 (133-3479). Tuberculosis Research $333 (133-3h€ |
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| — 10. $ ~~ 300.00 - obstbure Area United Fund, Inc., Oostburg, Wisconsin. MSN, 

MC-MED, Various. Cancer Research $150 (133-3651). Heart va 
| Research $150 (133-3832) 

1. 214.00 - Cancer Research. MSN, MC-MED, Various (133-3651) | 
$187 - Dr James H,. Barbour and friends and relatives of 

: | Mrs. Bert Barbour in her memory . | 
| | a $ 15 - Hanover Countryside School, Streamwood, Illinois and 

| $ 2-—Mr. & Mrs. Arthur J. Olsen, Superior, Wisconsin in 
| memory Of Mrs. Charlotte Nyberg | 

$ 10 - Harold A. Wruck, Shawano, Wisconsin 
| f | | . a oe | 

12. 600.00 - Olympus Corporation of America, New Hyde Park, New York. — / 
| Gastrocamera Research. MSN, MC-MED, Medicine-Various 

| | (133-4595) 

13. Mayfille United Fund, Inc., Mayville, Wisconsin in support | a 
| | | of the following: | 

1) 300.00 ~ General Medical Research. MSN, MC-MED, Various (133-4152) | / 

2) 300.00 - Assist in the work of the Regional Rehabilitation Research 
| | Institute, School of Education. MSN, EDUC, Stu in Behav 

| Dis (133-4866) | | 

| | 4. 3,000.00 - Mingesota Agricultural Experiment Station, St. Paul, Minnesot: | 
| Study of development of improved soil and water management 

systems for sloping land in the Upper Mississippi Valley durir 
the period July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972. MSN, AG&LSC, : 

| | | Univ Expmtl Farm (133-5139) 

oe) 15. 3,375.00 - Various Donors. Support Food Research Institute. MSN, AG&LS¢C 
| Food Research Institute (133-5328) 

| 16. 50.00 ~ Dr. Ely Epstein, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Medical School Dean's 
| unrestricted fund. MSN, MC-MED, Admin (133-5671) 

a , . 

17. 300.00 —- Dr. Gwendolyn Crass, Dallas, Texas. Department of Neurology 

: | Chairman's discretionary fund. MSN, MC-MED, Neurology Oo 

: | (133-5977) , | 

— 18. 2,000.00 = World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland. Support studi: 
| | | | on viruses in foods. MSN, AG&LSC, Food Research Institute 

(133-6183) | 

19. 2,500.00 ~ Rélston Purina Company, St. Louis, Missouri. Support research | 
on detection of Staphylococcal enterotoxin in foods. MSN, 

| | AG&LSC, Food Research Institute (133-6910) 

: | 20. 100.00 South Dakota State University, Brookings, South Dakota. Suppo 
. research on the separation of red and white fibers from meat | 

os animals. MSN, AG&LSC, Meat and Animal Science (133-7117)
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| al. $ 800.00 = The University of Jéva, Towa City , lowa. Support program 
| of consultation and research in psychometric and measurement 

| | problems. MSN, EDUC, Instr Res Lab (133-7158) | 

22, 3,796.00 - Master Brewers Association of America, Madison, Wisconsin. | | 
| | ‘Study of the volatile flavor constituents of staling beer. 

| MSN, AG&LSC, Food Science (133-72h2) | 

23. 19,992.82 - The Ford Foundation, New York, New York. To defray the cost ae 
a | ofthe program advisor at the Foundation Santiago, Chile, 

| office through June 20, 1972. MSN, AG&LSC, Economics a 
| | (133-7333) | 

| 24. 1,665.00 - Wigconsin Association for Retarded Children, Inc., Madison, _ - 
| Wisconsin. Support programs of the Center on Mental a | , 

a | Retardation. MSN, GRAD, Mental Retardation Ctr. (133-7353) 

| 25. 23,980.00 - Réserve Mining Company, Silver Bay, Minnesota. "The Effect 
| ‘of the Disposal of Taconite Tailings on the Water Quality of © 

7 Lake Superior" for the period March 1, 1970 through June 30, 
be 1972. Memorandum Agreement dated February 26, 1970. MSN, — 

| ENGR, Civil & Env Engr (133-7409 ($12,800), 133-4385 ($2,180) 

26. 7.50 - Mr. & Mrs. J. D. Belding, Portsmouth, Virginia in memory of 
Mr. Edwin Marquardt. Cancer Research ~- Surgery Department. 

| MSN, MC-MED, Surgery (133-7697) cry | 

| 27. 100.00 - Trfangle Manufacturing Co., Oshkosh’, Wisconsin in memory of 
| | | Reymond W, Baxandall. Cerebral vasculer research. MSN, | 

| | MC-MED, Neurology (133-7844) | | 
28. ~=~—« 9, 500.00 - Wisgonsin Utilities Association, Madison, Wisconsin. Ecologic | 

Responses of Lake Monona Fishes to Heated Influent Water- | 
_ Phase III for the period July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972. an 

= | _ MSN, L&S, Zoology (133-8086) 

| 29. 4,800.00 - The Wyeconsin Heart Association, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Resear _ 
a fellowship for the period July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972. 

| - | | MSN, MC~MED, Preventive Medicine (133-8089) | 

a 30. 2,775.00 - Lakeside Laboratories, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Study of Triclos | 
(triclofos sodium) in pediatric patients. MSN, MC-MED, Oo 

| Neurology (133-8178) 

31. 36 000.00 - City of Jamésville, Wisconsin. The Water Pollution and 
| Applicatién Aspects of Land Disposal of Liquid Digested Sludge 

ce during the period July 1, 1971 through Juiy 1, 1974. MSN, © 
| GRAD, Water Resources (133-8195) | | 

32. 177.97 ~ Various Donors. Support research in the Department of Medicir 
wa Clinical Laboratories. MSN, MC-MED, Medicine (733-6293) , | ne 

33. 1,552.50 - Wis¢onsin Employment Relations Commission, Madison, Wisconsin. : 
Support of a research assistant in the Industrial Relations ae 

- Research Institute during the period September 7, 1971 throug) 
| ; January 25, 1972. MSI, L&S, Ind Rel Res Inst (133-8204) |
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34. $ 1,553.00 - Wisognsin Department of Natural Resources, Madison, Wisconsin. 
on Devélopment of a River Dissolved Oxygen Prediction Model | 

| | during the period September 1, 1971 through January 31, | 
| 1972. Annual Supplement under Memorandum of Understanding aye 

| for Research effective July 1, 1965. MSN, ENGR, Industrial | 
| Engineering (133-8205) | _ 

35. 12,000.00 ~ Chemurgic Ventures, Inc., Manitowoc, Wisconsin. Study Ly 
| processing, sterilization and aseptic canning of discrete | 

particulates during the period September 1, 1971 to - - 

. | | August 31, 1972. MSN, AG&LSC, Food Science (133-8207) | 

36. 5,000.00 - Gtenber's Process Ltd., Greenwich, Connecticut. MSN, ENGR, | 
Engr Expmt Sta. Extractive Hydrometallurgy for the period 

: | | ending December 31, 1971 $4,500 (133-8208). Engineering ene 
: | Experimental Station Director's Discretionary Account wes 

| $500 (133-4385) | | 

: 37. 100.00 - Mrs. Annabelle Tuft, Fontana, Wisconsin, representing | me 
| payment of a legacy in the Will of her late husband, os 

_ Harry W. Tuft, to be used for support of the programs of : 
| the Medical School (133-2345) / | 

38. 20,000.00 - The Wiscénsin Alumni Research Foundation, Madison, Wisconsin. | 
| Special ‘Research Account established by the late Professor 

Harry Steenbock for research in the Department of Biochemistry. 
| a MSN, AG&LSC, Biochemistry (135-0016) | 

39. Atomic Energy Commission, Argonne, Illinois in support of | 
the following: | : 

| 1) ~—- 6,000.00 - Extends termination date from August 31, 1971 through January _ 
31, 1972. "Pulsed High-Temperature Doppler Measurements" for 

| the period June 1, 1969 through January 31, 1972 at a total 
cost of $71,665. Contract AT(11-1)-2052, Mod. 2. MSN, ENGR, aS 
Nuclear (144-A033) | 

2) 24,000.00 - "Investigation of the Influence of Thermal Discharge from 
- Large Electric Power Station in the Biology and Near-Shore 

| | Circulation of Lake Michigan-Part A: Biology" for the period 

| August 1, 1971 through July 31, 1972. Contract AT(11-1)-+2160. oe 

| MIL, L&S, Center for Great Lakes Studies (14h-c333) 

3). 21,000.00 ~- "Structure and Synthesis of Small Viruses and Their Component © 
Parts" for the period August 1, 1971 through July 31, 1972. a 
Contract AT(11-1)-1633, Mod. No. 3-3. MSN, GRAD, Biophysics 

| | | Laboratory (144-Cc384) © | | 

4) 30,002.00 - "Carbohydrate and Nucleic Acid Metabolism in the Developing a 
| Amphibian" for the period August 1, 1971 through July 31, 1972. — 

| | Contract AT(11-1)-1631, Mod. No. 3-3. MSN, MC-MED, Physiologic | 
: Chemistry (144-c363) oe 

| | f : | | 
| f 

| | | oo f | 
| | wy | | oo
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Oe 39. (contd. ) Atomic Energy Commission, Argonne, Illinois | | 

| 5) 3,930.00 - "Microbiology of Thermally Polluted Environments" for the 
| | | | period August 1, 1971 through July 31, 1972. Contract | 

we a | AT(11-1)-2161. MSN, AG&LSC, Bacteriology (14h-Chi11) 

6) 35,338.00 - "Exchange of Lyotropic Series Cations by Micaceous Vermiculite 

in Relation to Surface Cenfiguration Observed by Electron - 
_ Microscopy" for the period August 1, 1971 through July 31, 

mS | 1972. Contract AT(11-1)-1515, Mod. 4-3. MSN, AG&LSC, Soil 
| : Seience (1h4-C299) | | | 

ho. 1,000 ,000.00 - Department of Commerce , Washington, D. C. Sea Grant Program 
| for the period September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. 

| | Grant 2-35209. MSN, GRAD, Sea Grant Program (144~-C219) 

- ui. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D. C. in 
| support of the following: | | 

| 1) 48,561.00 ~ "Soil and Plant Interactions with Pesticides" for the period 
_ September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 5-RO1-EP- _ | 

| 00817-13. MSN, AG&LSC, Entomology (144-C301) | 

| 2) ~~ 4,745.00 - "Current Levels of Pesticides and PCBs in Fish and Water in 
—_ | . 11 Regions of Lake Michigan" for the period May 1, 1971 througi. 

| April 30, 1972. Grant 16020-PBE. MSN, ENGR, Civil on 
| | Engineering (144-C117) 

| 3) 297,790.00 ~ "Eutrophication of Natural Waters" for the period July 1, 197. 
| through June 30, 1972. Grant 16010 EHR. MSN, GRAD, Water 

| Resources (144-c1h8) | 

ho. 16,000.00 - Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Consumer a 
_ Protection and Environmental Health Service, Washington, D. C. 

| "Study of Food-Borne Viruses" for the period August 1, 1968 
. through July 31, 1972 at a total cost of $82,130. Extends 

| | oe termination date from July 31, 1971 to July 31, 1972. Contrac’ | 
| | CPF-69-5, Modification #4. MSN, AG&LSC, Food Research Institu’ 

| | (144-9115) \ | | 

BY Department of Health, E@ucation and Welfare, Public Health | 

Service, Health Services and Mental Health Administration, © % 
Bethesda, Maryland in support of the following: 

| 1) 35,241.00 - "Factors in Educational Aspiration and Achievement" for the 
| period September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 5-ROl- © 

| | MH-06275~10. MSN, L&S, Sociology (144~C30h) . 

2) 24,685.00 - "Prevalence of Psy chological Distress and Help-Seeking" for th 
- | | period September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 1-RO1- 

| MH-20708-01. MSN, L&S, Sociology (144-Ch16)
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43. (contd. ) | Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Public Health | 

| | Service, Health Services and Mental Health Administration, 
me | - Bethesda, Maryland | | , 

| 3) 49,639.00 ~ "Modes of Policy Thinking in Adolescence" for the period ae 
September 1, 1971 through February 28, 1973. Grant 1-RO1-MH- | 

| 20627-01. MSN, L&S, Political Science (14h-C388) 

| hy 27,000.00 ~ Research Scientist Development ~ Type II Award for the period | 
| September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 5-KO2-MH- | 

= | 3532405. MSN, L&S, Psychology (144-C358) 

| Ab, | Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Public Health mee 
Service, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland in | 

| | _ support of the following: | | | 

1) ~——-:108, 763.00 - "Endocrinological Determinants of Behavior" for the period 
| September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 7-RO1-~MH~ | 

el3l2-0l. MSN, L&S, Primate Research Center. (144-C318) | 

2) 311,545.00 = Center for Research in Cerebral Localization for the period 
| September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 5-P01~-NS- | 

| 06225-07. MSN, MC-MED, Neurophysiology (144-c3h7) Bo 

| 3) 1,000.00 - Postdoctoral Fellowship Supply Allowance for the period August _ | 
| | 10, 1971 through August 9, 1972. Grant 5-FO2-GM-45481-02, 

_ MSN, GRAD, Molecular Biology (144-Ch26) | | | 

| h) 103,137.00 ~ "Enzyme Biosynthesis and Regulation--Urea Biosynthesis" for 
7 | the period September 1, 1971 through August 31,1972. Grant 

| 9~ROL-CA-03571-15. MSN, MC-MED, Physiological Chemistry 
(14h-c302) nee 

Oo 5) 27,377.00 ~- “Acetophenetidin Biotransformation and Its Toxicity" for the os 
| period September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant | _ 5=RO1-AM-11879-05. MSN, MC-MED, Pediatrics (144-C335) | 

6) 1,000.00 - Special Fellowship Supply Allowance for the period July 6, | 
1971 through July 5, 1972. Grant 1-FO3-EY-52088-01. MSN, 
MC=MED, Ophthalmology (144~C397) | | ae 

| 7) 20,000.00 ~ "Biochemistry Pilot Plant" for the period October 1, 1971 
through September 30, 1972. Grant 2-P07~RR-00226-08. MSN, | 

, | AG&LSC, Biochemistry (144-Ch32) 

8) 38,699.00 — "Clostridium Botulinum Type E: Ecology and Toxicity" for the : 
| period September 1, i971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 5-RO1- 

FD-00090-07. MSN, AG&LSC, Food Research Institute (144~—ch15) 7 

. 9) 38,788.00 ~ "Physiology of Insect Photoperiodism" for the period October 1. 
| 1971 through September 30, 1972. Grant 5-RO1-GM-07557-12. | | 

MSN, AG&LSC, Entomology (144-c423)
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: bb. (conta.) Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Public Health| 
| Service, National Inst itutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 

10) 1,000.00 - Postdoctoral Fellowship Supply Allowance for the period 
os | | August 1, 1971 through July 31, 1972. Grant 1-F02-CA-5130h~- 

Ol. MSN, MC-MED, Oncology (144~ch22) | 

11) 1,000.00 - Leukemia Center (Platelet) Program - CCA for the period oo 
- | . September 1, 1971 through April 30, 1972. Grant 2~-R10-CA- © | 11928-12. MSN, MC-MED, Pediatrics (144~C330) 

| 12) 57,680.00 ~ "The Control of the Replication of Bacterial Episomes" for | 
the period September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 

ae | | 9-RO1-GM-14398-06. MSN, GRAD, Molecular Biology (144~c332) | 

| 13) =: 11,046.00 - "Effect of Cardiac Disease ADH Release" for the period 
oe September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 5-RO1-HE~ oe 13880-02. MSN, MC-MED, Pediatrics (144-C33h) 7 

- 1h) 1,000.00 - Special Fellowship Supply Allowance for the period July 1, 
| | 1971 through June 30, 1972. Grant 1-FO3-CA-l9h28-01, 

| MSN, MC-MED, Genetics (144~C327) | 

5) 1,000.00 ~ Special Fellowship Supply Allowance for the period July1, __ _ 1971 through June 30, 1972. Grant 2-FO3-HE-48694-02, MSN, 
- a | MC-MED, Physiological Chemistry (14h-Cc3h1) oe 

: 16) 122,636.00 = "Role Definitions and Potential for Change" for the period | 
September 1, i971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 1-RO1-HD- a 

| O6084-01. MSN, L&S, Sociology (14h-c3h2) | 

| 17)  —- 39,521.00 - "Study of Exocrine Glend Function in Cystic Fibrosis" for the 
| _ period September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 5~RO1- 

AM-06365-10. MSN, MC-MED, Pediatrics (144~-c317) | 
- 18) 219,464.00 - Support of Laboratory Computer Resources for the period August 

| 1, 1971 through July 31, 1972. Grant 5-PO7-RR-00249-07. | | | MSN, MC-MED, Laboratory Computer Facility (144-c121) 

— 19) 22,150.00 - "Reproductive Biology of the Testis" for the period September | 
| | 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 1-RO1-HD-06215-01. 

_ MSN, MC-MED, Medicine (14h-C315) 

20) 432.00 ~ "Intestinal Mucosal Funetion in Diabetes" for the period | 
February 1, 1971 through January 31, 1972 at a total cost of | 

—  ——s- $28,132. Grant 5-RO1-AM-13927-02S1 (Revised). MSN, MC-MED, | | - Medicine (144-3597) : | 
21) _ 1,000.00 - Special Fellowship Supply Allowance for the period July 1, 1971 

| | through June 30, 1972. Grant 1-F0O3-HD-52005-01. MSN, MC-MED, | 
Oncology (1h4h-—chog) 

fo
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| bb. (contd.) Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Public 
| | Health Service, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, | | 

| Maryland 

eo 22) 28,198.00 - "Autonomic Function in Asthma" for the period September 1, | 
os , 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 5-RO1-AI-08106-05. MSN, 

a MC-MED, Medicine (14h-c297} | | 

| 23) 18,500.00 - "Cost-Allocation Study" for the period June 28, 1971 through 
June 27, 1972. Contract NIH 71-4119. MSN, MC-MED, Various — 

| | (144-CO77) | 

| | 2h) 33,259.00 - "Protein Turnover in Protein and Calorie Deprivation for the 

| period September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 
| | 5--RO1-AM~14 70-02. MSN, AG&LSC, Nutritional Science 

| (14)-C356) | coe , 

| 25) ~21,500.00 - "Cytomorphology and Cell Differentiation in Hydra" for the | 

= , period September 1, 1970 through April 30, 1972 at a total 
oe cost of $27,254. Grant 5-RO1-GM-06934-12. MSN, MC-MED, 

| Anatomy (144-8256) 7 

hs, 65,997.00 - Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Social and . 

| 7 Rehébilitetion Service, Washington, D. C. Effects of Ability, 
| Family Background and Education on Earnings and Careers for | 

| the period September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant 
—-:10-P-56025-5-06. MSN, L&S, Sociology (144-C320) _ | 

— 6, 1,200.00 ~ National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D. C. (Prime 

— contractor with the Department of Health, Education and Welfare => 
| - Public Health Service, National Institutes of Health). Extends 

| termination date to December 31, 1971. "Study, initiate and | 
| a _ report on courses of action to solve the difficult basic | 

| | _ problems connected with trying to influence the developmental 
| | phase of engineering in biology and medicine" for the period | 

_ February 1, 1969 through December 31, 1971 at a total cost 
| of $44,950. Amendment 5 to Bio-Med Subcontract No. 22-69-12 

| | under Contract PH-43-64-hh, Task Order No. 39. MSN, ENGR, | 
a Instrumentation Systems Center (144-9625) 

| i. | 
, LT. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space 

mo | _ Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland in support of the following: 

a 1) 300,000.00 —- Changes date of allotment from June 30, 1971 to February 28, | 

- | | 1972. "OSO-I Wheel Experiment Titled "Investigation of Cosmic 
| Soft X-Ray Background Radiation" for the period December 21, | 

: : 1970 through February 28, 1972, with funds allotted in the 
os | | | amount of $624,285. Total estimated cost through December 31, _ 

| 1973 is $1,188,989. Contract NAS5-11361, Mod. No. 2. MSN, | 
— GRAD, Space Science and Engineering Center (14h-B55h) 

| | 2) 420,000.00 ~ "Develop a Satellite Borne Instrumentation System" at a cost or 
| | $6,341,000. Contract NAS5-1348, Mod. No. 41. MSN, L&S, Space 

| Astronomy Lab (144-3634) | 7 
fo | 

os | ask | | A 7 a
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48. $$ 76,000.00 ~ National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, | 
D. C. Extends termination date to August 31, 1972. "Skeletal | 

| | Status and Soft Tissue Composition of Astronauts" for the peric | 
| September 1, 1969 through August 31, 1972 at a total cost of 

wos | $210,900. Grant NGR50-002-051, Supplement No. 6. MSN, GRAD, 
Space Science and Engineering Center (144-Ah72) 

49. 17,442.00 ~ Wational Endowment for the Humanities, Washington, D. C. 
| “"Bibliography on Student and Higher Education in the United 

| States” for the period September 1, 1971 through December 31, 
oe : 1972. Grant AO-6211-72-74. MSN, EDUC, Educational Policy es 

| Studies (144-ch28) | 

| 50. | | National Science Foundation, Washington, D. C. in support 

| of the following: | 

dh) 75,000.00 - "Structure, Function and Assembly of Ribosomes" for the period 
| | September 15, 1971 through February 28, 1973. Grant GB-31086x. 

| | MSN, GRAD, Enzyme Institute (144~C433) | 

2) 129,900.00 - "Energy, Mass, and Angular Momentum Budgets of Extratropical | | 
Cyclones" for the period September 15, 1971 through February 2& ~~ 

: 1973. Grant GA~-30978x. MSN, L&S, Meteorology (144-C437) | 

| 3) 13,000.00 ~ Extends termination date from May 31, 1972 through November 30. 

| | 1972. "Algebraic Topology and Manifold Theory" for the period 
2 | June 1, 1971 through November 30, 1972 at a total cost of 

| $35,000. Grant GP-29538, Amendment No. 1. MSN, L&s, 
| Mathematics (144-B836) | | | 

) 3,600.00 - Doctoral Dissertation Research in Political Science on Probiemne 
| of Poverty for the period September 1, 1971 through February 26 

a 1973. Grant GS-30602. MIL, L&S, Political Science (144-C310) _ 

5) 30,700.00 - "Comparative Study of Societal Stability" for the period a 
| | | September 1, 1971 through August 31, 1972. Grant GS-30624K. | 

| Loan, MSN, L&S, Sociology (144-311) | a 

| 6) 54,900.00 - Extends termination date from September 30, 1971 through : 
| February 28, 1974. "Electron and Ion Interaction in Noble 

| | Gases, Liquids and Solids” for the period April 1, 1969 | 
; | through Februsry 28, 1974 et a total cost of $104,300. Grant 
a | GP~11704, Amendment No. 1. MSN, L&S, Physics (14h.972h) | | 

| 7) 15,500.00 - Extends termination date from May 31, 1972 through November 30, 
| | 1972. "Groups and Geometry" for the period June 1, 1971 | 

through November 30, 1972 at a total cost of $41,500. Grant : 
| | | -- GP-29432, Amendment No. 1. MSN, L&S, Mathematics (144-B807) © 

sae | | / | ee 

| | | | s/f | ree |
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50. (conta.) National Science Foundation, Washington, D. C.. | | | 

8) 53,400.00 - "Sub-Bottom Seismic Profiling of Inland Lakes" for the | 
| period September 1, 1971 through February 28, 1973. Grant 

| | GA-30768. MIL, L&S, Geological Science (144-C355) 

| 9) 67,800.00 - Extends termination date from September 1, 1971 through 
| _ February 28, 1974. "Nuclear Theory" for the period 

: | . _ January 1, 1970 through February 28, 1974 at a total cost 
| of $92,400. Grant GP-15198, Amendment No. 1. MSN, L&s, 

Physics (144~Ah48) | 

10) 72,400.00 - "Determinants of the Structure of International Trade” for the 
_ period September 1, 1971 through February 28, 1974. Grant | 

coe | | GS-30715. MSN, L&S, Economics (14h-C350) 

| 11) 30,700.00 ~ Extends termination date from November 30, 1971 through May 31, - 
- 1973. "Biochemical and Biophysical Investigations of Protein 

— Synthesis" for the period September 1, 1967 through May 31, 
| 1973 at a total cost of $332,000. Grant GB-6993x4. MSN, 

| | GRAD, Molecular Biology (144-8356) _ 

a 12) 49,100.00 - "Studies of Gaseous Nebulae” for the period September 1, - 
1971 through February 28, 1973. Grant GP=30670X. MSN, L&s, 
Astronomy (144-ch19) | | | 

13) -:15,400.00 - "Transition Metal Dithiolene Complexes" for the pericd _ 
| September 1, 1971 through February 28, 1973. Grant GP-2uh43x. 

aoe _ MSN, L&S, Chemistry (144~-ch18) | | 

14) 75,000.00 ~ Extends termination date from February 29, 1972 to February 28, _ 
PE aS | 1973. "Short-Time Reactions in Spark Discharges" for the 

| period September 1, 1969 through February 28, 1973 at a total 
cost of $213,900. Grant GP-13975, Amendment No. 1. MSN, L&s, 
Chemistry (144-A239) : 

| 15) 22,100.00 — Extends termination date from September 1, 1971 through | 
February 28, 1973. "Reduced States of the Transitional Elemen: 

| | for the period September 1, 1968 through February 28, 1973 at 
a totel cost of $52,650. Grant GP-9300, Amendment No. 1. MSN, 

a L&S, Chemistry (144-935h) i | 

16) 39,400.00 - "Theoretical and Numerical Studies on the Dynemics of Wind 
| Systems" for the period September 1, 1971 through February 28, 

| _ i973. Grant GA-30676 MSN, L&S, Meteorology (14h~-c338) | 

| | 17) 25,000.00 - "Molecular Characterization of the Sodium-Potassium Transport 
| . Adenosinetriphosphatase" for the period September 1, 1971 | 

| through February 28, 1973. Grant GB-30852xX. MSN, MC-MED, 
. | | Pharmacology (144-ch20) | 

18) 39,000.00 ~ "Study of Improvements in Magnetotelluric Analysis and Modeling 
| for the period September 1, 1971 through February 28, 1973. | | 

Grant GA~30771. MSN, L&S, Geology and Geophysics (ihh-c392) 
| . J é | 

| | | Bh a |



GIFTS, GRANTS AND U. S. GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS — 10-8-71 
Research | 

51. $ State of Wisconsin Board of Vocational and Adult Education, | | Madison, Wisconsin (Prime Contractor with Department of | | | Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, Washington, | | D. C.) in support of the following: c 

& 1) 18,956.00 - An Evaluation through Field Testing of Individualized 
. Instructional Materials in Wisconsin Post-Secondary Institutes | 

for the period September 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972. 
, | Project 19-008~151-222, MSN, EDUC, Curriculum and Instruction 

(144-6319) : | 
2) 1,545.00 - An Assessment of Individualized Instruction Materials and | 

Procedures Currently used in Wisconsin Post Secondary Business | . and Marketing Programs for the period July 1, 1971 through oe | | September 15, 1971. Project 19-007-151-222. MSN, EDUC, | Curriculum and Instruction (144~C¢351) | 

| D2. 9,398.00 - Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources , Madison, Wisconsin | 
(prime Contractor with the Department of the Interior). | | "Evaluation of Food Processing Methods for Great’ Lakes | | | Ansdromous Fish" for the period July 1, 1971 through June 30, 

| i972. Annual Supplement under Memorandum of Understanding oe for Research dated July 1, 1965. MSN, AG&LSC, Food Science | a | (144~Ch13) | 

a 236 950.00 - Wisconsin Regional Medical Program, Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin - | (Prime Contractor with the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, Natio: fl Institutes of Health). "Planning | 
Research and Development" for the period September 1, 1970 

anne through August 31, 1971 at a total cost of $73,740. Letter 
ae dated September 2, 1970 under Prime Grant 3~G03-RM—00037. | | MSN, ENGR, Industrial Engineering (144-B330) ms 

Libreries | | 

| 1. §$ 50.00 - Wisconsin Society of Anesthesiologists, Inc., Madison, Wisconsi. 
Defray cost of purchase of books or journals pertaining to : 

| | | anesthesiology. MSN, MC-MED, Library (133-283) | 

Qe 200700 - (14s ne of the Medical Library Fund. MSN, MC-MED, Library | | (133-5690) | 
| £5 $100 - Dr. Anthony R. Curreri, Madison, Wisconsin as a Dr. | 

7s = Walter Sullivan Memorial se 
cc, +» $100 -~ Anonymous Donor L 

3. | 92.10 - Various Donors, to be added te the A. W. schorger Book Fund ~ on Department of Wildlife Ecology (Trust) 

Ok, 2,900.00 - Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, Madison, Wisconsin __ | (Prime Contractor with the Department of Health, Education and | | Welfare, Office of Education). "Knowledge Network of Wiscensin'. 
under Title IIT of the Library Services and Construction Act, | | oo for the period July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972. Contract | | under Project 72-2. MSN,Library (1bk-ch25)_ |



| GIFTS, GRANTS AND U. S. GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS 10~8~71 

Extension and Public Service | ae 

1. $ 5,000.00 - University of Wisconsin Foundation, Madison, Wisconsin. 
| Defray cost of purchase of equipment for WHA Radio. UEX, 

a | EC, Radio (133-7921) | 

ee | 1,000.00 - dsSociation of Sea Grant Program Institution, Kingston, Rhode as 
| @slend. Support Sea Grant Conference to be held at the | 

| oo | University of Wisconsin October 12-13, 1971. UEX, EED, Sea | 
Grant Prog (133-8179) a | | 

3, 2,100.00 - Wjdeonsin Youth Symphony Orchestra, Madison, Wisconsin. | 
| Support project assistant to assist University Extension in 

os | working with the Wisconsin Youth Symphony Orchestra Project. : 
| . UEX, PHD, Arts Area, Various (133-8189) | | 

: h. 156,971.00 - Corporation for Public Broadcasting, Washington, D. C. ee 
- ‘Support project entitled "EARPLAY - Public Radio Drama | 

- Production Unit" during the period September 1, 1971 through 
7 August 31, 1972. UEX, EC, Radio (133-8193) . 

—«. 29,000.00 ~ Far West Laboratory for Educational research and Development 

(Prime Contractor with Department of Health, Education and | 
Welfare, Offige of Education). Mini Course Demonstration for | 
the period July 15, 1971 through May 30, 1972. Contract FWL- | 

| | 71-719. UEX, PHD, Ctr. for Ext Program in Educ., Educ OE 
| | (144-0339) | 

| aor 26,055.00 - Department of Health, Education end Welfare, Public Health 
Service, Nationsd Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland. | 

| Denonstration Project in Nursing Inservice Education for | 
| Selected Hospitals in Northwestern Wisconsin for the period 

o. | June 28, 1971 through June 30, 1972. Contract NIH 71-076. | 
| UEX, PHD, Health Seiences Area, Nursing (14)~c068) co 

7. - 15,450.00 - State Highway Safety Coordination, Madison, Wisconsin (Prime | 
| Contractor with the Department of Trafisportation). "Local 

| | Coordinator Training" for the period September 1, 1971 through © 
| August 31, 1972. Grant 00-01(130)-02-72. UEX, EED, | | 

| | Institute for Governmental Affairs (1hh-chog) | 

8. 25,000.00 - State of Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Madison, | 
Wisconsin (Prime Contractor with the Upper Great Lakes 

. : Regional Commission). Administrative Services for the Upner 
Great Lakes Regional Commission for the period July 1, 1971 

| 7 | through June 30, 1972. Agreement 8. UEX, GEA, Chancellor's | 
| Office (14h4-c071) | | 

9. 3,300.00 - Tgnnessee Valley Authority, Muscle Shoals, Alebema. "Farm | 
| a fest Demonstrations" for the period July 1, 1971 through | 

| | December 31, 1971. Work Plan and Budget July 1, 1971 through 
| December 31, 1971 under Contract TV~60555 and Project Agreement _ 

. No. Wisconsin 5113. UEX, EED, Soils (14-9089) 

7 ee -



GIFTS, GRANTS AND U. S. GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS 10-8-71 | 

Extension and Public Service | | 

10. $$ 93,470.00 - Uppér Great Lakes Regional Commission, Washington, D. C. | 
| "Waste Disposal Demonstration, Door County, Wisconsin" for | 

a the period July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972. Technical 
| Assistance Project No. 10220112. UEX, EED, Water Resources | 

(144-C173) | | | 

il. | | — Department of the Interior, Geovorical Survey, Washington, D.C | 
Annual Cooperative Program. "An investigation of the lead- 

| zine deposits of southwestern Wisconsin and the mineral a 
- resource appraisal of the Butternut-Conover Area" for the | 

| | period July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972, each party to 
. a contribute funds or services in the amount of $8,000. 

| _ Cooperative Agreement dated July 1, 1971. UEX, EED, 
| State Geologist (no acct. no.) - 

oe Miscellaneous | - | 

1. $ 104.00 - Various Donors. Chemistry Department Education Fund. | 
| MSN, L&S, Chemistry! (133-1082) 

| / | a | 
2. 400.00 = Foustry Educational Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio. Grant to be 

| used at the discretion of the key professor in the FEF Progran. 
| MSN, ENGR, Various (133-3017) 

| 3. . 350.24 ~ Member of the Consultation Practice Yian. Consultation 
a | Practice Plan Special Fund. MSN, MC-MED, Various (133-3566) 

= hoo 500.00 ~ J. W. Jung Seed Co., Randolph, Wisconsin. Support a fund for 
an Excellence in Teaching Award, a Scholarship or other 

. | appropriate use as determined by the Dean of the College of : 
oo | Agricultural and Life Sciences in accordance with terms | 

previously approved. MSN, AG&LSC, Adm-Dean & Dir (133-6103) | 

5. 209.50 ~ Members of the Department of Zoology , Madison, Wisconsin. 
| Royalties on the sale of laboratory manuals for unrestricted 

| | use of the Department of Zoology in connection with teaching 
| and research in biology. MSN, L&S, Zoology (133-6997) | | 

or 1,000.00 - Moéa Johnson & Company, Evansville, Indiana. Unrestricted | 
grant in the field of Dermatology—Department of Medicine. 

| MSN, MC-MED, Medicine (133-7106) | | 

7, 750.00 - Robert Shélkenbeck Foundation, New York, New York. Defray 
7 | expenses of staff member attending professional meetings. MIL, — 

| L&S, Economics (133-7429) | 

| 8. 78.50 - Various Donors. an Station Improvement Fund. MSN, AG&LSC, 
| Admin-Dean & Dir £133-7602) 

9. 173.22 - Dewtscher Akadenischer Austauschdienst, Bonn - Bed Godesberg, | 
| Germany. Postdoctoral Grant~in-Aid. MSN, L&S, Nuclear Physics — 

on | (133-7767 ) |



GIFTS, GRANTS AND U. S. GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS 10~8-71 

: Miscellaneous | 
| 10. $ 100,000.00 - Word Peace Foundation, Boston, Massachusetts. Support  __ 

| | | movement of INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION to the University 
ee of Wisconsin for the period January 1, 1972 through | 

| December 31, 1976. MSN, L&S, Political Science (133-819) 

on. 400.00 - Atlergy Foundation of America, New York, New York. Post- 
| ce Aioctoral Supply Allowance. MSN, MC-MED, Pediatrics | 

: (133-8196) | | 
12. 2,015.00 - rela Enterprises Educational Corporation, Chicago, Illinois. | Population Density Map of the United States. MSN, L&S, 

| | Geography, Cartog Lab (133-8199) 

- 13. — 2,000.00 - Topfison Foundation, Racine, Wisconsin. Support Summer 
| | _ Evenings of Music Series at the UWM during Summer 1971. | 

7 MIL, F ARTS, Administration (133-8200) 

| wh, 960.00 ~ Wisconsin State Employment Service, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
| Work Incentive On-the-Job Training Program. MIL, AC-BA, 

. | Bus Operations, Personnel (133-8214) oe 

L5. | - | University of Wisconsin Foundation, Medison, in support | 
a | Af the following: | 

1) 10.00 - Representing various gifts in memory of Dr. Phillip Kernan. 
| Medical School Programs support. MSN, MC-MED, Various | 

(133-2345) , | 

| 2) 10.00 - Representing a gift from Mrs. Paul Hill. Speech Department 
| Chairman's discretionary grant. MSN, L&S, Communication Arts 

| | (133-2367) . | 

“ | 3) 100.00 - Representing a gift in memory of Elizabeth B. Smith. Un- | 
, | restricted grant to be used by the Dean of the School of 

| Nursing. MSN, MC-NUR, Various (133-4314) | 
| Ly) 1,000.00 ~ Representing a gift from Mr. William Hagenah . College of | 

| | Engineering Dean's discretionary grant.’ MSN, ENGR, | 
| _ Administration (133-6370) | 

5) 100.00 - Representing a gift from Mr. & Mrs. John C. Cary. School of 
Social Work Director's Discretionary Fund. MSN, L&S, Social _ 

Me, | Work (133-8198) | | 

| 16. 4,500.00 - Fryénds of the Arboretum, to be added te the Arboretyh Trust ; | 
Fund for use at the discretion of the Arboretum Comittee ee 

a a (Trust ) | 

| | f | |



- GIFTS, GRANTS, AND U. S. GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS 10-8-71 

Gifts-in-Kind , | | 

a 1. Professor Burton R. P{sher , Madison, Wis., the gift of 138 books and 
a 317 issues of scholarly journals to the Memorial Library, evaluated | 

| by the Director at $552. | | | 

| ee A. 0. Sth Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis., the gift of a Versatran 
; automatic transfer machine valued at approximately $22,000 when new | 

for use by the College of Engineering, Madison. | 

- 3. Yliversity of Wisconsin Foundation, Madison, the gift from an anonty~ 
| a mous donor of a 1971 Buick automobile having a value of $5,853 to be 

| made available to the Office of the President of the University of | 
| | Wisconsin. 

bey Gifts to the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee: | 
(1y Donald Beebe, Milwaukee, Wis., volumes of journals and material re- 

| / sse7 8 to censuses to the Library, evaluated by the Director at 

| (2’) Donald Lintner, Wauwatosa, Wis., "Cyclopedia of Architecture Carpen- 
le try Building” in 11 volumes to the School of Architecture, evaluated | 

| by the Director of the Library at $25 | - 

. A ra Gifts to the University Center System Libraries evaluated by the . 
hp NP Directors at the amounts shown: - 
ee) George Rodman, Madison, Wis. ~ 38 paperbacks and 73 books - $108.50 . 

NY (2) Samuel Bryan Thompson, Madison, Wis. - issues of periodicals - $306 
(3) Anonymous donors - 52 volumes for Waukesha County Campus - $117 

| (Y) sacra Kenny, Wauwatosa, Wis. - books for Waukesha County Campus - 

| (5) _ Mrs. Ruth Morawetz, Waukesha, Wis. - books for Waukesha County . 
| ° Campus - $15_ | | 

| 6. Leonard Schéller, Milwaukee » Wis., the gift of a print, "The Nobler _ 
the Heart, the Less Stiff the Collar", valued at $350 to the 
Waukesha County Campus of the University Center System. | 

| Te Norman ypirison » London, England, the gift of film manuscripts and 
| yo _ documents to be housed in the manuscript division of the State 

| Historical Society. 

| 8. - The kaye Preserving Company, Belgium, Wis., the gift of a pea | 
| | reaper valued at $500 to the Hancock Experimental Farm - College of 

| Agricultural and Life Sciences. 

| | 9. Dr. Q. R. Marphy, Madison, Wis., the gift of a film valued by the 
: donor at $60 to the Department of Physiology - Medical School. 

: | / |



2 GIFTS, GRANTS, AND U. S$. GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS 

| October 8, 1971 a | 

Items Processed Items Processed a | a 8/31/71 through 9/1/70 through 
so 9/27/71 to be 10/5/70 accepted 

| ee | Accepted 10/8/71 — 10/16/70, 

ss Unrestricted $ 1,600.00 $ 5,425.00 

Instruction | | 7 | - 460 ,399 .00 3,147,912.32 | 

| Student Aid | | 1,084 941.69 829 ,322.77 | 

Research | | 825,955.79 | 3,279 614.44 
| Libraries | | - 3,242.10 | “ew | 

a Extension & Public Service a 353,346.00 © | 32,081.63 a 

Physical Plant a oe ae 50,00. 
_ Miscellaneous | 3,660.46 oe 226 232.30 

Gifts-In-Kind | __30,387.00 22,458.79 

| Total-September | | . $ 6,873,532.04 (1) $ 7 543,097.25 (2) a 

| Previously Reported | 33,195 446.65 29 ,4h9 786.75 

oan GRAND TOTALS _ | $40 ,068 978.69 | $36 992,884.00 | 

3 (1) Ineludes $6,330,475.00 from Federal Agencies | = 

(2) Includes $6,418,462.00 from Federal Agencies : a 

| . BE | |



GIFTS, GRANTS, U. S. GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS 10-8-71 | 

Additional Gifts | | | 

Student Aid | 

| 1. That, upon recommendation of the Central Admini stration, the | 
| | income earned by the Charles S. Peérce Fund (Trust) be used oe 

| annually for awards to a student or students on the Madison 
| Campus based on scholastic excellence, without regard to need — 

| _ or other criteria, as selected by the Madison Chancellor. | 

| Gift-in-Kind | Le a a 
| | lL. The United States of America, the grant of surplus property in | 

| Milwaukee, Wisconsin, known as Air Force Plant #58, located at 
the northwest corner of North Prospect Avenue and Kenilworth _ | 
Place (street address: 2185 North Prospect Avenue), consisting 

: of 2.47 acres of lafid valued at $400,000 and improvements : | 
valued at $450,000, said valuations being those of the Grantor 
based upon fair market value appraisals. The use of the 

_ property will be administered by the University of Wisconsin-~ 
a | Milwaukee. | | | oe 

. on 27 me | oa



- oe REPORT OF NON-PERSCNNEL ACTIONS BY ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 

- To the | | 

a | oe BOARD OF REGENTS | | 

, - | AND INFORMATIONAL ITEMS REPORTED FOR THE REGENT RECORD | os 

October 8, 1971 

‘I. Report of Action Taken - Memorandum Agreement - Two-year Campus 

| Memorandum agreement with Marathon County - July 1, 1971 through 
ae | June 30, 1972 - covering management of a dormitory on the Marathon 

| County Campus, 

Tf. Report of Actions Taken ~- Miscellaneous 

| 1, Contract with Madisop Gas and Electric Company covering sale 
of interruptible gas boiler/fuel to the Madison Campus Heating Plant, 

| | commencing September 1, 1971, for an initial period of three years. 

| 2. Merchant-Merchant Bank Agreement with Bafik of Madison, 
effective September 14, 1971 for an indefinite period, covering | 

| BankAmericard Charge Services for the UW Athletic Ticket Office, 
| Madison, at no charge to the University. ¢ | 

| 3. Memorandum of Agreement with Frank L. Brevak, Ashland, | 
allowing the University Extension, Environmental Resources Unit, 

| access to a waste disposal system located on Mr. Brevak's property 
| in Ashland County, for demonstration purposes. The University oe 

| will reimburse Mr. Brevak for a portion of the costs of installing | 
et | the system (not to exceed $500) from funds budgeted in a Federal 

| Grant from the Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission (144-C173). 

| 4, Operations Agreement dated September 9, 1971, between the | 
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay/ (University Extension) and the. 
Educational Communications Division of the State oF et as | | 

| Licensee of WPNE, Channel 38, providing for joint use’of existing 
) . facilities and shared personnel for more economical and operational 

| efficiency in the operation of Channel 38. | | 

| 5. Network Technical Facility Agreement dated August 6, 1971, 
between the University of Wisconsin (Television, University : 

| Extension) and the Educational Communications Board, covering | . | 

| | operation of the ECB Network Yechnical Facility to be located in | | 
| the Vilas Communications Hall, Madison Campus. | | 

| J | | -



| Exhibit A | -2- 

Tift. Report of Action Taken - Property Purchase 

| | Pursuant to authority granted by the Regents, and subject to | 
| the approval of the Governor and clearance of title by the Attorney 

| General, the following purchdse of property by the Regents, within 
| | _ the approved campus expansion area, Green Bay, has been agreed upon. 

| (Purchase approved by the State Building Commission on September 13, 
| 1971.) | | 

cea Owner Property Address Amount 7 

a | Mr. and Mrs. Jack Seroogy 2431 North Road $12,000 

| Iv. Report of Actions Taken by Wisconsin State Building Commission on a 
| September 13, 1971 Affecting the University oe 

1. Approved the allotment of $12,000 of 1969-71 Advance Land 
| Acquisition Funds for the acquisition of property at 2431 North Road 

| within the approved Advanced Land a¢quisition area for UWGB. | | 

2. Approved the advance of $103,000 of 1971-73 State Building | 
- Trust Funds and authority to proceed with final working drawings _ | 

| and to bid and construct the College of Community Sciences, UWGBY : 
| at a total project cost of $4,740,000, except that bidding and” | | | 

construction shall not be undertaken until the 1971-73 budget is | 
enacted, | a 

3. Approved the advance of $25,000 of 1971-73 State Building 
| Trust Funds for the preparation of a concept and budget report for 

an addition to the Charter Street Central Chilled Water Facility, 
UWMsn, at an estimated project cost of $2,271,000/ - | 

a a 4, Approved the concept and budget report and advance of 

oe $70,000 of 1971-73 State Building Trust Funds to complete final | 
| plans, bid, and construct the Geodoay Geophysics Building, UWMsn, oe 

at a total project cost of $3,850,000 to be financed by $1,850,000 | 
of State matching funds (General Obligation Bonding - 1967-69 

| authority) and $2,000,000 of Gift and Grant Funds. | 

| 5. Approved the advance of $91,000 of 1971-73 State Building 
Trust Funds and authority to proceed with final working drawings | 
and to bid and construct Stage II of central Library, UB ot a 

| total project cost of $4,331,800, except that bidding ahd con- | 
struction shall not be undertaken until the 1971-73 budget is 

| enacted, a . 

| ) 6. Approved the allotment of $85,000 of 1971-73 State Building | ol 

| Trust Funds for preparation of plans, bidding, and construction work 
coe necessary to remodel the fume hood exhaust system in the Chemistry os | 

Research Building, UWMsn. | , oe | 

ne 7. Approved the allotment of $55,000 of 1959-71 State Building | 
a Trust Funds for the relocation of a main underground campus tele- Joke | 

phone line, UWY/ | / | 

| J / . f at | v4 |



Exhibit A ~3- 

IV. Report of Actions by Wisconsin State Building Commission - 9/13/71 (contd.) | - : , a 

| &. Approved the allotment of $35,000 of 1969-71 State Building 
Trust Funds for repair and resurfacing of the existing parking lot, | | wink 

: | | 9. Approved ap“increase of $45,900 in the budget for site 
development at UWGBS to a new project total of $1,705,900, to 

| allow for the weet of contracts for Phase III of the project. 

| 10. The Building Commission discussed the priority listing | 
and funding of 1971-73 Minor Projects by the agencies, and passed 

| the following motion: | / 

| "All agencies will establish for the October Building 
Commission meeting a priority listing of Minor Projects for each | | 

| of the last three quarters of the current fiscal year and for the , 
an second year of the biennium using a dollar amount as listed below. , : 

| as a guide for their spending level. Agencies will list all minor 

projects already approved from 1971-73 minor projects funds along | 
with the dollar level approved as the first quarter of the fiscal | 

| year list. Further, all agencies will, in May of 1971, present — 
os the priority list of minor projects for fiscal year 1972-73 broken | 

down on a quarterly basis, using the remainder of their minor . 
| projects funds as provided in the approved 1971-73 budget. The 

funding level to be used by each agency in developing priorities | 
for the biennium is based on the Assembly version and Conference | | 
Committee recommendation of funding, as follows: : 

| | Guide to Use 
for First Yr. | 

a | University of 
Wisconsin | $5,767,600 $2,883, 800 |



| _ WHEREAS, the Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin in its 1971-73 
budget recommendation provided a minimum adequate faculty compensation program, 

_ which program was subsequently reduced by the Legislature, and 

| | WHEREAS, the Joint Conference Committee on the Budget, at a point in time | 
_ when rulings and interpretations as to applicability of the Federal wage-price 

freeze were not yet issued, deleted from the University's budget authorization 
: amounts equal to the estimated savings in faculty compensation arising from such 

freeze, and 

| WHEREAS, President Weaver's efforts to assure treatment for our faculty on 
: an equitable basis with that afforded faculty at other educational institutions | 

| have brought recent rulings of the Federal Council on Cost of Living and the 
Office of Emergency Preparedness which appear to presently authorize compensa- 
tion increases in the areas of fringe benefits, faculty promotions, women's 

: equity adjustments and pre-freeze period merit increments and which may subse- _ 
, _ quently authorize other adjustments, and | | | 

WHEREAS, necessary funding to provide for any such adjustments is dependent 
upon passage of the biennial budget and a restorative supplement thereto. | 

| NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Board of Regents of the University a 
| of Wisconsin strongly urges the Governor and the Legislature to undertake every | 

effort to restore those funds for faculty compensation which the Conference | 
. Committee on the Budget deleted from the University's budget based upon the _ | 

| estimates of potential savings due to the Federal wage-price freeze which have : 
| now been determined to be proper under such freeze, so that the faculty of our _ | 

public university systems may be compensated equitably with faculty of other 
institutions throughout the nation and in accord with Federal and State inter- 
pretations on applicability of the freeze. | 

- EXHIBIT 

, | ~ 1. | ™ | 

| on 8 | | |



| REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

| - to the | 

BOARD OF REGENTS ee oe | 

| | | October 8, 1971 - | 

| The following resolution has been adopted by the Executive Committee oe 
| _ Since the September 10, 1971, regular meeting of the Board, and is 

| _ presented for the record as an official action of the Executive Committee: 

. | That, subject to the approval of the Governor, contracts for the Site 

Development Work ~ Phase III - University of Wisconsin-Greén Bay, Project No. 
| | 6909-6, be awarded to the low bidder in each division of Ahe work, on the | 

| | basis .of the base bids, as follows; that either Vice President of the | 
_ University be authorized to sign the contracts; and that the following | 

schedule of costs be approved: | 7 

General Construction | | | | | 
| | Wieseler Const. Co. Base Bid No. 1 | $ 134,000.00 | | 
| Appleton, Wisconsin | 

Electrical | | | - | 
Vern Tilot Electric Base Bid No. 2 12,900.00 | 

Ss Green Bay, Wisconsin 

| | Schedule of Costs Oo | 

| Total Construction Contract Awards - This Action | $ 146,900.00 
a Previous Construction Contract Awards - *See Regent ) | 

| Minutes of 8/14/70, 9/11/70 and 4/16/71 | 1,336,574.21 
| | Total Construction Contract Awards to Date ($1,483,474. 21) 

Design and Supervision | | 165,000.00 — ue 
Contingencies | | — 3,856.79 

| | Land (Road Right-of-Way) | | ___ 53,569.00 | 

: Total Schedule — $1,705,900.00 

Sources of Funds - Phases I, II, and III | | | 
: State Bonding - —  -$1,485,900.00 | 

| Transfer from Project Budget of | | | oe : 

Green Bay Heating Plant | ___ 220,000.00 

| | | ‘Total Funds — $1,705,900.00 

(Regent Action authorizing advertising for bids for Site Development - 5/8/70) 

? | */ Including Change Orders of $51,689.65 | | 7 | 

| | \ | | | 
oa | tan peas A ex. [TT | 

| (Mail Ballot Initiated 9/22/71) é | ” 4 rn |



University of Wisconsin Faculty Document 76 

| Madison Campus eae «4 October 1971 

_ STATUS OF THE ACADEMIC CALENDAR 

A Report by the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 

Subsequent to the passage of the calendar proposals by the Faculty Senate, | 

the administration took two separate actions. First, we asked for and received 
Regent approval to move to the transitional calendar for the 1971-72 academic year. 

| Our second action was to review the long range calendar proposals to make certain 

that any administrative difficulties could be resolved. Our major effort in this | 

, review was a questionnaire sent to Deans, Directors, and Department Chairmen, a 

| copy of which is attached. 

: A review of the responses indicated that 55 departments were substantially in | 

favor of the proposed revision of the calendar; 12 departments were essentially 

| neutral; 17 departments were opposed. No responses were received from 29 depart- 7 

| ments. (In addition, many of the departments in the Medical School did not 

respond.) 

The factor most frequently mentioned in favor of the change is the antici- | 

pated academic benefit of completing the first semester prior to the Christmas 

| ‘recess. The single most commonly voiced objection to the new calendar concerned | 

the conflicts it will create with professional meetings. While important, this 

| objection did not appear sufficient to outweigh the considerable support for the 

pre-Christmas finish. | 

| | Therefore, on the basis of the original vote of the Faculty Senate (YES 97; 

NO 67) and the favorable comments from most of the departments that responded, we 

have forwarded the proposed calendar to the Regents for their consideration at the 

| October 8 meeting. . 

| | The calendar for 1972/3, 1973/4, 1974/5 and 1975/6 is attached. It is basi- 

| cally the same as that approved by the Senate on January 11, 1971, except for the 

following: 

1. The fall registration periods were originally specified as four days. | | 

On advice of the Registrar, and in view of our experience with a | | 

| four-day registration period in September 1971, the registration 

- period has been extended to five days. | 

| | 2. The start of the summer session, as originally approved, was left to 

| be determined administratively. From the comments received from the 

departmental reviews, and on the advice of the Director of the Sum- 

| oS mer Sessions, the later of the two alternate starting dates was | 

selected in each case. | | | 

| 3. Substantial concern has been expressed regarding the need to keep | 

| | cur options open on the spring recess. For example, it would be 

possible to avoid a “lame duck" session in the spring by decoupling 

the spring recess from the Easter holiday, if necessary. Further, 

coordinating our spring recess with that of the Madison Public | | 

- | School system seems to be important to many faculty members, there- 

| . | fore the spring recess dates listed in the attached schedule should | 

no be considered tentative. | - 
EXH BIT



| “oes | PROPOSED CALENDAR - UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON | | 
| To be submitted to Regents, October 8, 1971 | | . 

FIRST SEMESTER 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 
| Registration days | Aug 21-25 (Me) Aug 20-24 (M-F) Aug 19-23 (M-F) _ Aug 18-22 (M-F) 

| Instruction begins — Aug 28 (M) oo Aug 27 (M) | ‘Aug 26 (M) Aug 25 (M) 

Thanksgiving recess Nov 23,24,25 Nov 22,23,24 Nov 28,29,30 Nov 27,28,29 | 

ftudy period | | | | | 
(no classes or exams) Dec 9,10,11 (S,8,M) Dec 8,9,10 (S,S,M) Dec 7,8,9 (S,S,M) Dec 10,11 (W,R) | 

Final examinetions | Dec 12-20 (T-W) | — Dee 11-19 (T-W) © Dec 10-18 (T-W) Dec 12-20 (F-S) 

Mid-year commencement Dec 21 (R)_ Dec 20 (R) Dec 19 (€R) Dec 22 (M) | 

_ WINTER RECESS Dec 22-Jan 7 Dec 21-Jan 6 | Dec 20-Jan 5 Dec 23-Jan 11 | 

SECOND SEMESTER an , 
| Registration days Jan 8-12 (M-F) Jan 7-11 (M-F) Jan 6-10 (M-F) Jan 12-16 (M-F) is 

| | Instruction begins | | Jan 15 (M) Jan 14 (M) Jan 13 (M) Jan 19 (M) 7 

Spring recess | Apr 14-23 (S-M) Apr 12-21 (F-S) Mar 28-Apr 6 (F-S) Apr 16-25 (F-S) ! 

Classes resume Apr 24 (T) Apr 22 (M) Apr 7 (M) Apr 26 (M) | 

Study period | . a ; | | 
(no classes or exams) May 8,9 (T,W) May 4,5,6 (S,S,M) May 5,6 (M,T) May 10,11 (M,T) 

| _ Final examinations | May 10-18 (R-F) May 7-15 (T-W) | May 7-15 (W-R) May 12-20 (W-R) | 

Spring commencement May 21 (M) oe May 18 (Sat) - May 17 (Sat) May 22 (Sat) | | 

SUMMER SESSION Se oe 
8-week session begins June 11 sae June 10 | June 9 June 14 | . 2 

| 8-week session ends Aug 4 Aug 3 : Aug 2 © Aug 7 | 

Holiday | : July 4 (Ww) | July 4 (R) | July 4 (F) July 5 (M4) . |
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_ THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON | 

Office of the Chancellor | 
| | | Bascom Hall 

| 500 Lincoln Drive : | : 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 | | 

| . June 3, 1971 a 

TO: Deans, Directors and Department Chairmen | 

: SUBJECT: Calendar Revision, 1972-723 | 

Dear Colleagues: ce | | 

| | In connection with our administrative review of the Faculty Senate 
| action approving a revised academic calendar for 1972 and beyond, several 

| potential problem areas arise which need to be clarified and resolved. : 
| Since most of them relate to college and departmental practices with 

| which you are most familiar, I raise them in this memorandum and ask your 
| | | assistance in providing input for our consideration. | 

| 1. Will advancing the registration period to the range of August 
| 20-25 pose any difficulties for: | 

a. graduate entrance examinations | | 
| | b. orientation periods of new faculty and teaching assistants 

ec. professional conferences for faculty and staff | 
| d. other situations which may leave you with insufficient | 

| faculty for academic advising and assignment committees? | 

| 2. By advancing the beginning of instruction period to eliminate 
the "lame duck" session following the Christmas Recess, a simi- a 
ilar situation is created in some years following the Spring 

a | Recess. In your view, is there a qualitative instructional | 
| difference between these situations? 

3. Will the move to an earlier summer period have any appreciable | | 
effect on | 

a. departmental or college summer programs, including the 
| Summer Session proper, field courses or student summer 

| | co-op experiences? _ | 
| b. obligations of present faculty under summer grant programs _ | 

and projects? off-campus teaching? | 

«YW Madison Fac Doc 76, 4 Oct 71 | .
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. | Deans, Directors and Department Chairmen | | 
| June 1, 1971 

ar Page 2 

a 4, Our previous calendars provided a minimum of 45 Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday (MWF) instructional periods each semester. 

During the first four years under the proposed calendar, | 
| there will be less than 45 MWF instructional periods in all 

| | but one semester. Will the two or three day reduction in 
| instructional periods seriously affect the scope, content, 

| or quality of your courses? | 

| These few considerations may suggest other questions to you. In : 
ee your response, I would appreciate your apprising me of both advantages 

and disadvantages of the proposed calendar as it relates to your pro- 
oe | grams. I would also appreciate receiving an overall evaluation of the 

| proposed calendar revision. | 

| 7 I would like the departmental responses to be returned through the 
respective Deans in order to reach this office by June 22, 1971. 

| Thank you. 7 

| | | Sincerely, ) | 

| /s/ Irving Shain a 

oe Irving Shain | 
| Vice Chancellor | 

| for Academic Affairs ee 

xe: Chancellor Young | 
Professor Bower, Chairman, University Committee | | 

| _ UW Madison Fac Doc 76, 4 Oct 71 |
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oo | | | 
| 

oe AS, Total # Weeks From Start of S : 
| a Fall Registration to Spring Instructional Periods | 

| | Year _____Commencement* _ ____(MWF Course)** _ 

1955-56 39 (+ 3 days) 45 (1) 
| 45 (2) 

| ~ 1960-61 | 38 (+ 2 days) 48 (1) - 
| | 46 (2) oe 

1965-66 38 (+ 2 days) 45 (1) | | 
— | 45 (2) | 

| 1971-72 38 (+ 3 days) | 46 (1) | . 
| 44 (2). | 

1972-73 38 (+ 4 days) | 43 (1) Oa 
) cee | 46 (2) 

me 1973-74 38 (+ 3 days) 43 (1) 
7 | 44 (2) | | | 

| | 1974-75 38 (+ 3 days) 43 (1) — | 
| | 44 (2) 

s 1975-76 39 (+ 3 days) 41 (1) | Cs - | 44 (2) oe 

| * Including all recesses a | 

| — *%* Does not include registration, study, and examination periods | 

UW Madison Fac Doc 76, 4 Oct 71 | | | as oe



7 . | | | Educational Committee 

Personnel Items 

| | | | Changes of Status © 

Recommendations: | 

~ 1. That the status of E. Jerome Johnson be changed from Lecturer to | 
Associate Professor, Department of Art, School of Education, Mad- 

| ison Campus, beginning with the 1971-72 academic year at an aca- 
| demic year salary of $13,000. | 

| 2. That the status of Melvin H. Weinswig be changed from Professor, 
| | School of Pharmacy, Madison Campus, and Professor and Chairman, 

| University Extension Services in Pharmacy, to Associate Déan. 
| (approximately 50%) and Professor, School of Pharmacy, Madison | 

- Campus, and Professor, Pharmacy, University Extension, beginning | 
| November 1, 1971, at an annual salary rate of $24,000. | 

| 3. That the status of Jan M. Vansina, Professor, Department of | 
| | History, College of Letters and Science, Madison Campus, be © 

oe changed from "on leave‘! for the academic year 1971-72 to 58.4% | 
: | time for the academic year 1971-72. | 

 &, That the status of Herbert R. Harvey, Associate Professor, Depart- 
_ ment of Anthropology, College of Letters and Science, Madison Cam- 

Be _ pus, be changed from ‘on leave‘! for the academic year 1971-72 to | 
full time in the Department for the academic year. _ | | 

oe 5. That the status of Mary E. Rudin be changed from Lecturer to Pro- ) 
| | fessor, Department of Mathematics, College of Letters and Science, | 

ve Madison Campus, beginning with the 1971-72 academic year at an | 
| academic year salary of $18,000. : 

| 6. That the status of Ted J. McLaughlin, Professor of Communication, 
; College of Letters and Science, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 

be changed to Professor of Communication, College of/Letters and 
| _ Seience, and Associate Dean, Graduate School, Univefetty of | 

| | Wisconsin-Milwaukee, effective October 9, 1971, at an academic 
mo year salary rate of $20,105. | | | 

7. That the status of Ronald C. Bornstein, Director of Television and _ | 
| . station manager, Department of Radio: and Television, Division of 

Educational Communications, University Extension, be changed to 
Le Director of Radio and Television and general manager, Department a 

| of Radio and Television, Division of Educational Communications, 
University Extension, effective October 8, 1971, salary to be 

| | determined through normal 1971-72 budget procedures. oe | 

8. That the status of Ralph W. Johnson, station manager, Department Lb | 
| : of Radio and Television, Division of Educational Communications, | Wo 

| University Extension, be changed to Associate Director-Radio and \ 
| station manager, Department of Radio and Television, Division of | 

Ly Educational Communications, University Extension, effective October _ 
po 8, 1971, salary to be determined through normal 1971-72 budget 

a -- procedures. é oe | | | 
7 | “A EXHIBIT E



BUSINESS AND FINANCE COMMITTEE | 
| RECOMMENDATIONS : 

- Authority to Sign Construgtion Contracts and Change Orders © | | 

| That the President or any Vice President be authorized to sign 

| construction contracts and change orders within the Regent approved 

budget on all projects which have been specifically acted upon by the) | 

— --- Regents (normally all projects over $250,000); and that the President or 

| any Vice President be authorized to sign construction contracts and — 

change orders within the budget approved by the State Building Commission 

on all projects which have been specifically acted upon by the State Pe 

. Building Commission and which action has been reported to the Regents | 

a but the budget for which has not been acted upon by the Regents (normally 

| projects under $250,000); subject to the understanding that such actions 

| over $25,000 shall be reported to the Regents at each subsequent meeting. 

| (Item II, 3, e) | me . 

10/8/71 

| | Authority to Sign Miscellaneous contracts, Leases, and Agreements” | 

| | That paragraph (6), of the resolution relating to Authorizing | 

| oe Signatures of Certain Administrative Officers as revised by the Regents 

on April 16, 1971, be revised to read as follows: oe aes 

: "(6) Contracts, leases, and agreements when the consideration | | 

| is not in excess of $25,000 and is within the budget, and | | 

be a royalty agreements with the University of Wisconsin Press, 

| ae subject to the understanding that such actions will be | 

reported to the Regents at each subsequent meeting." | | 

- (Item Il, 3, f) | | | . 

: 10/8/71 7 | | | 

| | | EXHIBIT F | | 

ek Items II, 3, e& f | | | ¥ | 

10/8/71 | | a : oo



a | Green Bay: Land Acquisition Program 

7 Physical Planning and Development Committee | | 
po Recommendation: | | | 

| That the Regents approve for submission to the State Building | 

ce Commission a land acquisition program for the Green Bay Campus, 

| including the following: | 

| - A. Land needed to carry out 1971-73 campus road construction | 

projects already recommended by the Regents in the 1971-73 | 

| budget request. (The design of these projects to be | 

| reviewed by the campus and Central Administration to | | 

| achieve the minimum land use consistent with development 

oe of an efficient road system. ) 

B. Advanced land acquisition for long-range campus development, 

pos | including in 1971-73 a request for $200, 000 for advanced land 

| acquisition for long-range campus development including 2a 

| purchase of those parcels that are offered for sale within 

| wy the areas designated 1, 2, 3, and 4. oe : 

oy C. That the Regents reaffirm the long-range campus master 7 

| plan, but before authorizing further advanced = 

| acquisition of lands lying within that plan, further study | 

| | be undertaken of the future need of these additional lands a 

- | for University-related purposes. a | 

| EXHIBIT G | 

| October 8, 1971 \ ‘



4 THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ~ OMe ae 

os AUXILIARY PROJECTS PROGRAM PLAN 1971-78 

- Description of Projects to be Undertaken in 1971-72 ps 

Madison — | 
1. Chemistry Exhaust | $ 85, 000 oe 

| Project to correct ventilation hazard in building © | . 

2. Arlington Feed Storage Facility | 30, OOO _ 
To provide enclosed storage and processing unit for | 
feeds at the Arlington Farm | | 

3, Medical School-Air Conditioning for 1552 University Avenue 60, 000 
_ ‘To complete the air conditioning of the facility in areas used by 
Family Medicine and Pediatric Specialty Clinics . 

4, Communication Arts Overpass | os 130, 000 
| To connect the Humanities Building and the Communication | 

| | Arts Building (Vilas Hall) and to reduce vehicle-pedestrian | 
conflicts on University Avenue | Be 

os 0. Education Building Remodeling 00,0000 
ae To complete the remodeling of the sub-basement area located 

- _ in the east wing of the building, creating needed counseling 
| | space a | 

| 6. Humanities Acoustical _ | | : 50,000 
me To correct acoustical problems in the Mills Concert Hall-- 

_ work involves installation of an overhead acoustical curtain 

7. North Hall Air Conditioning 90,000 
| To air condition the facility which is used extensively | 

during the summer months 

8 South Hall Air Conditioning | 40,000 
| To complete the air conditioning of the building--work | 

| involves third and fourth floor office space that is used | 
ek | throughout the year | 

9. Service Building Elevator eee - ee | 40, 000 
| To replace a dangerously obsolete freight elevator | 

10. Lathrop Hall Remodeling | 180,000 | Loe 
| To carry out a remodeling program throughout the building es 

| to realize a more effective use of the space and to correct : | . 
a a fire safety hazard | | 

- 11. “Medical School Remodeling | | | 100, 000 | 
| ‘To upgrade and renovate the space on the third floor of the | | | 

east wing of the hospital--project does not conflict with | a 
| plans for West Campus Medical Center , | ) \ 

EXHIBIT HS



| _ UW: Auxiliary Projects Program Plan 1971-73 | | | 
| First Year Projects | | “2 : 

12, Birge Hall - Repipe Steam $ 35, 000 
oe | To repipe the existing steam and radiator system, | 

replacing deteriorated equipment | i | 

13. Camp Randall Steam mo | 36, OOO 
| To replace old, obsolete steam line to Camp Randall | | 

| | Stadium | | 

14, Campus Lighting | 100, 000 

. To provide for the installation of new light fixtures and : 
| | the upgrading of existing lighting throughout the campus | 

Milwaukee | | | 
1. Utility Work | | a $325, O80 | 

To carry out necessary utility work on campus, including mee 
7 extensions, connections, upgrading and an addition to | : oe 

the KVA transformer — | 

2a, Mitchell Hall Connection Provisions _ | 72, 000 | 
‘T'o make provisions to facilitate connections to the | | 
Humanities Building--work will not conflict with project 

| to remodel Mitchell Hall oe | 

3. Saukville Field Station | 60, O00 
‘To replace obsolete facilities oe | me 

4, Sabin Hall - Remodeling _ : | | 60, 000 oS 
a To convert unfinished space on the fifth floor _ coh oe 

| 5. Pearse Hall - Remodeling | 80, 000. Oe 
| To remodel the large area in Room 4 to make more | : 

efficient use of space _ Ge 

6 Garland Hall - Room 100 Remodding 60, 000 a 
Conversion of space formerly used as a cafeteria © | | | 

| 7, Re-key Campus | | 40, 000 
| | To reduce property losses and improve security os a 

8. Campus Improvements | 100, 000 s 
| ‘To provide additional walks, lighting and other | : 

oo improvements throughout the campus | | | 

| 9, Roof Repairs I | | | 100, OOO | 
| To repair roofs throughout the campus--first phase 

oe oa of a two-part project



UW: Auxiliary Projects Program Plan 1971-73 : Ce 
| First Year Projects © | | | = g a 

Green Bay | a - 
1. Loop Road Completion $218, 000 | 

| _ ‘To extend the Campus Loop Road from the housing | | 
| area to County Trunk "I" to the north (including 

| right-of-way purchase) | | | | 

| 2, ~Southeast Road | | 103, 500 | 
. To connect the Campus Loop Road to Bay | 

| Settlement Road (including right-of-way purchase) | 

| 38. CCC Service Road | | 160, 000 - 
| To connect the CCC unit with the Campus Loop : 

Road (including right-of-way purchase) | os 

| Parkside | ae — 2 
| 1. Site Improvements - | | $160,000 

To provide landscaping, lighting and other | 
; improvements throughout the campus | 

| 2, Entrance Drive 148, 000 — ae 
| To provide an entry road to the campus | | | 7 

Extension | - oe | 
1. North and South Civie Center Buildings-Milwaukee _ $ 94, 990 

| To repair and refurbish space | 

2. WHA Tower and Antenna | 67, OOO | 
To permit replacement of the remaining coordinate | 
parts of the transmitting system-~-total project costs, ) | 

| | with use of 1969-71 balances yet unreleased, are now | a . 
| estimated at $472, 500 | | 

9/28/71 |



| | REMARKS TO THE BOARD OF REGENTS | _ | 7 

| | a John C. Weaver 
| . | October 8, 1971 | 

| Mr. President - | | . 
| Mrs. Sandin - cos 
| Gentlemen - | | 

| | The last meeting of this Board is near its end. Clearly it is an historic 
) moment for the University you have well served. I would ask your indulgence 
| that we not let its final moments melt away without having given some recogni- | 

- tion to their passing. | 

| In this hour you stand at the summit of an institutional divide -- a divide 
formed by the conclusion of one era, the anticipation of another. Behind you, ) 

: if you will but look back over your collective shoulders, stretch long vistas of 
well, if not easily, explored territory. Travel though these lands was not : 

| accomplished without pain, sacrifice, and frustration; through routes were not 
always quickly found. Before you stand the hazy, unexplored reaches of the 
unknown -- a terra incognita where trails are yet to be blazed, and into which 
you, as experienced pathfinders, must now step with confident and perceptive ae 

| tread. | 

| No one, however willing or dedicated, faces the unknown without some mea- : 
gure of uneasiness -- without anxieties and apprehensions, You could hardly be. : 

| expected to be devoid of such feelings for you have had genuine concern for the | 
welfare and future of this University of Wisconsin for which you have worked 

) hard and for which you carry such loyal affection. . | 

- Surely, in facing the new day, you can take reassurance from your certain | 
knowledge that a great University is a tough and resilient organism -- one that : 
has grown great for the very reason that it has demonstrated its ability to - 

| - adapt, evolve and maintain vitality and utility through all manner of change in 
the environmental circumstances that surround it. Consider, for example, that 

there is no government, not even any governmental system, in existence today 
| that is within a handfull of centuries of being as old as are such centers of - 

higher learning as those at Bologna, Paris or Oxford. These universities have 
_  gurvived wars, revolutions, religious controversies, plagues, riots and politi- 

cal disfavor. Yet, they were great centers of teaching and scholarship in the © | 
oe Twelfth Century; they are great centers of learning today. Sa 

Your University has never before feared change; it need not fear it now. | 
Indeed, if it is to attain its rightful destiny -- if it is in fact to validate _ 
its greatness -- it must always be ready to meet the demands of change with | | 

-  well-considered change. | | : 

| | There is reassurance to be found too in the fact that the simple passage of 
| a legislative act will not -- could not -- change the fundamental character of | : 

either the University of Wisconsin or the Wisconsin State Universities overnight. | | 
| All human institutions, perhaps rather particularly colleges and universities, ~ 

| change slowly. Admittedly, this feature of institutions is often frustrating © . 
in the extreme. At the same time, and to the good fortune of the stability of |
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mankind, this is almost certainly a desirable circumstance. New members come to 
boards of regents, new administrators and staff members are appointed, new stu- 

dents come and go, and each seems determined to be an architect of change. Over 
the decades changes do come, but they do come slowly, and therein lies one of | 

a the basic strengths of our colleges and universities. 

The institutional characteristic of resistance to change is real, and in 
| its way gives protection to the foundations of our nation and our civilization. | | 

| And in the end, gradual institutional change is sustained only so long as it is 
| soundly conceived, effectively and deliberately managed, and, above all, respon- 

| Sive to that which is rational and right. | 

. Only history can assess the wisdom of the merger legislation, but history 
| must carry no doubt about the resolve for success of those who are to assume the 

burden and challenge of its study and implementation. The welfare of the | 
| | 135,000 students of today, and of the uncounted thousands of young people stand- | 

ing in the wings of tomorrow, is reason enough that our institutions of public 
higher education must not be allowed to fall short of their several and collec- 2 

| tive goals of achievement. 

| In behalf of the people of Wisconsin, the Legislature has decreed that the 
organization and management of its universities shall be of revised design. New 

| ways must now be shought that will function in the public interest -- function 
| not only to preserve the best in all of our institutions, but function as well — 

to permit the attainment of appropriate new levels of accomplishment. The impor- | 
ot tance of the goals to be persued, clearly commands the best that those to be 

involved in the enterprise can give. 

| It is a matter of rather singular coincidence that the journey that has | 
brought you ten of this governing board to this place and time, was launched 
officially by a first meeting of the Regents of the University of Wisconsin | 
exactly 123 years ago yesterday, on October 7, 1848. The work of that Board was “ 
aided by John Hiram Lathrop, a recruit from the Presidency of the University of 
Missouri. And thus does an era come full cycle. | 

| Through these nearly one and a quarter centuries that have slipped into 
history: better than a baker's dozen of presidents, mostly bearded, have come | 
and gone; the Board itself (also mostly bearded!) has been reshaped or com- | | 

| pletely reconstituted at least eight times: colleges and whole campuses have 
been formed and reformed, added and subtracted. But with it all, and in what- 
ever form, the Board of Regents has given guidance and protection to the growth 
of an institution which has gained a level of distinction your predecessors of 

- more than twelve decades ago could hardly have foreseen in their fondest dreams. — | 

In tarrying these moments over our departure from this meeting, one finds - 
himself reflecting on the identity of those lights -- those guideposts -- that | | 

| have through fair weather and storm kept this institution on its steady course. 
_— There must, in truth, be many, even some, perhaps, that none of us would have | | 

the present perception or perspective to define. Those we can see could be 
variously grouped, interpreted and described. From among the host of lessons | 
learned and the myriad of traditions preserved, I have the temerity to endorse : 

| four nagivational aids as ones that would serve you reliably and well in the 
| uncharted but reef-strewn seas into which your new ship will soon be sailing. .
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, , (1) First, and I believe foremost, among the threads of substance which you | 
| would wish to draw from the Wisconsin past as an essential ingredient in the | 

; weaving of the institutional fabric of the future, is unassailable, untrammeled | 
- responsible intellectual freedom. The Board of this University has over the © aoe 

decades established a world-renowned fame for its insight and its courage in | 
fostering and guarding the figures of true freedom in teaching, learning, and | - 
scholarly inquiry. Your widely quoted faith in this prerequisite foundation of | 
university greatness is cast in bronze and bolted to the stone of Bascom Hall. | | 
It is the Regents who reiterated that principle in two stirring resolutions of 

oes _ more recent dates, renewing the pledge to maintain in this University ‘those © | 

| conditions which are indispensable for the flowering of the human mind." | 

This guardianship you and your predecessors have exercised over the contro- 
| _ versial, the often noisy and unpopular ferment, the unusual, the strange, the | 

| too frequently misunderstood cauldron of creativity, has not always been politic : 
ee or easy, nonetheless, over the years, the lines the Regents have so fortunately | 

been willing to defend, have held. The defenses have on occasion been severely | 
bent, but seldom broken, The University of Wisconsin has, some would say, as | 
often been known for her turmoil as for her accomplishment, but there is basic 

- wisdom in John Kenneth Galbraith's observation that: "Good universities have 
eae always been places of contention and dispute. Bad universities", he said, “are 

as silent and tranquil as the desert.) oe 

In the months and years ahead, you will surely want to carry high and well 
oe fueled the torch of freedom which the 123 year-old traditions of this institu- | 

, tion have placed in your hands. As you well know, not all of the winds that _ 
- would extinguish freedom's flame, and that you would want to guard against, blow 
oe _ inward from outside the University circle. Regretably, there are those within 

es the academic household in these days who do not believe in the inviolate power / 

eo of reason and rational discussion. They resort rather to uncompromising demand ; 

Seed and formalized adversary relationships. I would urge that with such actions, 
professionalism dies and true academic freedom with it. | on 

Be You will want, as you have, to cherish diversity and to protect those parti- 
: cular virtues of freedom which insure a uniqueness for each unit within a systen. | 

: ‘The freedom for individuality is a very special freedom en which morale, self- 
identity, pride and ultimate achievement are, in this very human world, based. | 
The only perscriptions for institutional uniformity that would be worthy of your | 

Se support, apart from what are really the mechanics of life, would be a common > 
Ls allegiance to excellence, service and the habits of courtesy, which are in the 

| final analysis the indespensible hallmarks of genuine intellectual freedom. | | | 

| (2) A second beacon of light emanating from Wisconsin that has brightened | 
the litany of American higher education, and which I would hope you would carry | 
comfortably forward into your new responsibilities, has to do with the long _ wa 

| record of confidence on the part of this Board of governance in the administra-_ ma 
tive and faculty officers it has employed to serve it. By example of what I Ce Te 

S mean, I find the following sentences in a letter addressed recently to me by © 
Coes your President Emeritus, E. B. Fred: | nas | | 

"As I look back over the years I had the privilege of serving as President | | 
sof the University of Wisconsin, I find my thoughts vivid with memories of the os 

| many wonderful associations I had with members of the Board of Regents.... I | oe 
was most fortunate in having a Board of Regents which gave loyal support to the we
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recommendations of the University administration. In situations where there were 
| differing points of view or disagreement, these differences were resolved in a 

manner beneficial to the University.... Without that loyal support, the Univer- 
sity administration could accomplish little." | | 

| Conceding the fact that E. B. Fred is a remarkable man and one who ina | 
most compelling way attracts confidence from those around him, nonetheless, his 
relationship with his Board members was more in the Wisconsin way of life than | 

| any contrary condition. As a personal aside, may I say that I have found it so! 

| A Milwaukee Journal editorial once referred to the relationship between the | 
| Regents and University staff here, as "a mark of the Regents confidence in the 

| professionals they employ.'' That statement went on to observe that this insti- 
| tution "has not only survived under its system of operation; it has developed | 

into one of the world's great universities.’ | 

I cite these things because I would hope that you could now accept the need, | 
in the new era you are about to enter, to further enlarge your traditions of | 

_ trust in your professionals. With the vastly expanded size of the system over _ ) 
which you will now have to preside, you will, in reality, have little choice but 

| to back more positions on the basis of faith and fewer on the grounds of inti- 
mate understanding. You will of necessity have to cope with your responsibili- 
ties from a position farther back from the front line, lest the trees overwhelm | 

| you and the forest fails to come into focused view. 

| Consider for a moment the dimensions of your new responsibilities as com- 
| pared with the present size of the University which you have sometimes found 

| overwhelming enough. The number of faculty members for whom you will now assume 
responsibility jumps from 4,265 to 8,365; you will have almost 25,000 employees; | 
there will be more than 133,000 students, compared with your present 69,000; | 
alumni advice will come from 269,000 degree holders in contrast to your present | 

| 170,000. | | | 

| | A few other indications of the expanding scope of your charge include: . 
_ degree-granting campuses increasing from four to 13; two-year campuses going 

from the present 10 to 14; the operating budget will rise from the $322 million oo 
| we submitted to you today, to nearly half a billion dollars. The insured value 

of the University plant will almost double from $500 million to $900 million, 
| with the increase of buildings from 1,300 to more than 1,500 and the acreage for 

campuses, farms, arboretums, and other holdings from the present 11,000 acres to | 
more than 14,000. | | | . 

: This handful of facts clearly indicates the immensity of the challenge | 
| which awaits you. There is no escaping the fact that the Board will find it | 

necessary to expand its traditional delegation of responsibility for governance 
to administrators and faculty. No longer will the Regents have time, as once 
was true in your past, to have a special Regent committee consider the purchase © | 

o£ window shades for the Armory. | 

. One Regent recalled not long ago that he had spent ‘the better part of a | 
_ day in a Regent meeting discussing why the College of Agriculture bought a bull | | 

in Illinois, when obviously it could have bought a finer bull in Wisconsin. | 
Believe me,'' he said, ‘that was a real bull session!''



| | You will I know be seeking to find new and increasingly effective ways to | | 
| hear from campus administrators, faculty and students. As John Bascom said, | 
: ‘the success of those who rule, lies in freely availing themselves of the skill | | 

of others.’ With 25,000 employees and 133,000 students you will have enormous : oe 
| resources at your command! = | 

(3) Third among the great traditions of this Board which surely you would 
pa want to project strongly into your new relationships, is your long-standing and ce 
- willing readiness vigorously to interpret the goals and financial needs of the | 

University to the people of the commonwealth. All public agencies, including oe 
the University, begin with the public's permission, and can only proceed with | 
the public's approval. Merger is, at least in part, an outgrowth of public 
demand for greater accountability on the part of public higher education. As 

| merger is accomplished, that demand will become highly expectant. More than 
ever, persuasive representation in the arena of public opinion will be needed to | 
assure that an informed public will correctly measure the values of its educa- | 
tional resources. The Regents, as representatives of the public who have a 

_ special understanding of the University and its needs, will be well advised to | 
Be build new and firmer bridges of faith with the citizens and with their represen- 

| tatives in the Legislature. | | | 

The historic willingness of the Board of Regents to fight for financial | | 
support for the University has been crucial to the institution's attainment of 
peaks of excellence. In times of national economic disarray as well as in OO 

| periods of state financial strain, the Regents have been forceful advocates of — | 

: needed levels of funding. This leadership will be most urgently needed in the oe 

: critical years ahead. —_ | 

The number of great universities in America is not large -- probably more | | 
than ten, almost certainly less than twenty. Wisconsin is one of them. Its | 7 

| stature among the educational institutions of the world is especially remarkable 
a in that this state is neither populous nor wealthy. Wisconsin is only average 

among the fifty states in natural resources, annual income and numbers of 
people. Your University ranks among the best in the nation, not because Wiscon- 

gin could afford it, but because its people wanted it badly enough to make the 

| sacrifices necessary to sustain it. | | | 

| I would remind you of the public opinion poll you sponsored this past 
| spring. In my view, the most significant single revelation of that interesting | 

survey was the response to the question: Does the state provide larger finan- 
| cial support to its University than it should? Against a backdrop of the fiscal | 

Ss pressures of an economic recession, a climate of public disenchantment with 
oe higher education generally, and a widespread loss of confidence in this Univer- : : 

sity in particular as an aftermath of dissonant irresponsibility, tear gas 
os clouds, and even the violently destructive roar of bombs, still, 83% of all 

Wisconsin citizens answered: ‘No, we do not spend more than we should on our 
_ University." | | 

. Such an attitude is nothing short of absolutely remarkable. It is an act | 
of faith. It is an attitude that must be preserved and justified. In that wo : 
urgent service, you, of the public, who will represent the future of higher | 
education to the public, have a vital and traditional role to carry forward. |
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(4) Let me enumerate a fourth and final University of Wisconsin tradition © = 
_ that might well add light to your course through the uncharted passageways | a 

ahead. Undergirding the long-standing public support of this University -- the | 
_ seed around which the pearl has formed -- has been its land-grant derived, indis- ce 

S solubly united, symbiotic, triple missions of discovering knowledge through oS 
| research, sharing knowledge through effective teaching, and, as public service, ee 

applying knowledge to the everyday problems of people where they live. he 

Over the decades, you Regents have carried an uncommon sensitivity to your 3 
| understanding of the true meaning and potential of a "community of scholars." _ | 

You and your predecessors have recognized that research life on the cutting edge 
of discovery brings vitality to teaching and relevance to public service. There we 
has been stout defense for the fact that both research and public service are, | 

_ alongside instruction, in themselves and for themselves, primary objectives of 
the University. Firmly traditional Regent support for the land-grant way of 
Life has laid sound foundations for one of the leading graduate schools in the | 

| world, where not only is research pursued, but where in its presence new genera- 

: tions of investigative scholars are readied for the future. Research and ser- | | 
_ wice, you have perceptively understood, have also strengthened professional 

schools, as well as undergraduate learning. | 

| In these days, I need hardly remind you that research as a University | 
mission has not always been understood and accepted by the public. Indeed, 

| _ sixty years ago a bill of particulars which became the subject of a legislative | 
investigation of the University, included the allegation that: “under the cloak 

| of research, faculty members (were) shirking classroom work and devoting (too) 
much time in other pursuits." | | | 

| But the public judgment then sustained the multiple purposes of a great — | 
| public university, and with your eyes set firmly on the guideposts you have long 

followed, you can have confidence that in the days ahead the commonwealth will | 
| Sustain it once again. As in 1914, it will be seen that ‘the long list of use- | 

| ful, highly competent and brilliant men and women (the University) has given to | 
| the state and to the world will stand as a splendid record when much of the pre- 

sent criticism of the University has been forgotten." _ os | 

| | I have little doubt but what your many constituencies, present and future, | 
| would (and probably will) wish to nominate many other items of particular con- 

ae cern that they would have you bolster from your heritage, or carve from your days | 
to come. But I am content to rest my case, feeling that the particular will be | 
well tended if the broad foundations are solidly in place. I would assert that | 
with such corner stones as true intellectual freedom, a governance with faith in © | 

S its professionals, citizen champions of the educational cause, and the land- 
grant traditions of public higher education, the future that you will so strongly | 
influence should, indeed, find fair sailing. She 

| It goes on ten months, 281 days by exact count, since I, with the honor of | 
your election, assumed the role of 15th President at this distinguished Univer- 
Sity. In the Wisconsin tradition they have been eventful days of onrushing 

ee tumult, yet they have been days of heart-warming personal reward as well. 

: I am constrained to observe that our present situation must be virtually | 
| unique in the annals of higher education. Many a board finds itself at various 

times and for various reasons disposing of presidants. But just name me the | |
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| other instance of a President out-lasting his Board! So here I drift, cut a 
loose, without anchor, oars or any rules of the road -- the only head of a Uni- | | 

po versity in existence with no governing board to his name. | 

: As you might imagine, there is much that I could want to say to you, the 
Regents who brought me home to alma mater. In fear of falling in disarray among ) 

| expressions of the maudlin and the trite, I have mustered (though not without 
| some effort!) the wisdom to restrain myself. Nonetheless, I do thank you -- | 

thank you most sincerely for the uncompromised and understanding support you, 
| both individually and collectively, have given me at every step of this short 
| way. No President could have asked for better, nor have been more grateful. 
| | | | oe



ak | APPENDIX | 

| | The minutes for the October &, 1971 meeting of the Regents | ees 
of the University of Wisconsin represent the final meeting of that _ | 
organization. - | 

o | 7 Chapter 100, Laws of 1971, published October 11, 1971, | | | 
established the Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin a 

| System. SECTION 20. of said Chapter 100 reads as follows: 

| | SECTION 20. TRANSFERS. (1) POWERS. (a) There is | 
transferred to the board of regents of the university of Wisconsin oe 
system all powers, duties and functions previously vested in the an 

| board of regents of the university of Wisconsin, the board of regents 
| | of state universities and, except as provided in par. (b), all powers. | 

| duties and functions previously vested in the coordinating council 
| | for higher education, except as they relate to institutions under . : 

| chapter 38 of the statutes. 

Subsection (6) of the said Section 20. reads as follows: = 

| (6) RECORDS, PROPERTY, GIFTS, ETC. The records, property, | 
assets and liabilities of the board of regents of the university of | 
Wisconsin and the board of regents of state universities shall become | Se 

| records, property, assets and liabilities of the board of regents a 
| | of the university of Wisconsin system, except that any grant, con- | 

tractor, gift, endowment, trust or segregated funds bequeathed or | 
, assigned to individual campuses for any purpose whatsoever shall | 

| not be commingled or reassigned. |
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